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EASIER FEEDING
HEALTHIER STOCK
BETTER PROFIT

by using

BAROMIL
COMPOUND FEEDING STUFFS

TOPS IN .QUALITY

COULD WE PLEASE:

CROFTON HOTEL, CARLOW
Phone 41 308.

A.A. & R.I.A.C. appointed

Situated in its own grounds on the Athy Road
ONE OF THE

CROFTON GROUP

Crofton Hotel, Dun Laoire.

Phone 80 I 791

Crofton Airport Hotel, Dublin.

Phone 373473

Crofton Bray Head Hotel.

Phone Bray 20 I I
Phone Bray 862178

Crofton Holyrood Hotel.

"All Around My Hat ..."
During the Commemoration of the Rising many people in Carlow must
have remembered a lady whose courage has never been duly appreciated.
Her drapery shop, in the centre of Dublin St., was to many of us, children
at the time, the bulwark of Republican sentiment.
There we bought the little celluloid badges of the Tricolour. In the
years of struggle that followed, the badges were inset with pictures of the
leaders.
It may seem a small thing now to have displayed publicly a whole
range of national emblems. But in the context of the times it was bravery
and patriotism of a very high order.
Thus, in this Jubilee Year, we salute a gracious and great·hearted lady
who fanned the Phoenix Flame, and whom we remember with affection
and gratitude.

Murray's, Dublin_ St., Carlow
I,

:

-

It Pays to Shop at SHA.W'S
GENERAL

DRAPERS - OUTFITTERS

FANCY STATIONERS
AND

BOOT

SHOE

WAREHOUSE
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The House for Value
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SHAW'S LTD.
11 TULLOW STREET, CARLOW
'Grams: SHAW, CARLOW

PHONE 41509

Graiguecullen Corn & Coal Co. Ltd.
Carlow.
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Dealers in

WHEAT

OATS
BEST

BARLEY

QUALITY

MANURES

COALS
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Enquiries Invited

Telephone 41639

Telegrams: Corn Co., Carlow

See our Beautiful Display of Christmas Cakes at
our Modern Premises
I
I

I
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Carlow Bakery Co. Ltd.
40 Tullow Street
Carlow
Makers of Prizewinning Bread and Confectionery.
a Speciality.

Delivery Daily.

Wedding Cakes

Phone: Carlow 41643 & 41245.

~OVAL HOTEL, QA~LOW

We cater for all, to your complete satisfaction.

'Phor!e 41621 or 41156.

STATHAM (Carlow) LTD.
MAIN FORD AND

FORDSON DEALERS

CARLOW
(OUR MOTTO)
100%

SERVICE.

100%
Telephone 41665 (2 lines)

Our printing
goes in al I
,directions
because we have a fast service,
a reputation for quality and
workmanship second to none.
FINE COLOUR Printing a
speciality.

The Nationalist
Commercial and Art Printers

CARLOW
Telephone 41731 (2 lines)

SATISFACTION

Everything

CARPENTERS take over all the trying details of
funerals from Relatives and Executors.

Let us

quote for " all-in " arrarigqments including

arranged for

Funerals

CEMETERY

NEWSPAPERS

WREATHS, MEMORY CARDS, ETC.

~

and without
For the finest and most economical service in the

I,

unnecessary expense

county, telephone, call or write to:

CARPENTER BROTHERS
FUNERAL UNDERTAKERS

I.
i

I,
I:

BARRACI( STREET, CARLOW

CB

Established 1927

Phone: Carlow 4123 7
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'The House for all
Home Crafts'
Sea-grass, Stools, Crinothene, Wire
Frames, Raffene, Celtic Embroidery, Wool, Candlewick, Cotton,
Cane and Bases for Trays, Transfers, Linen, Canvas, Rug Needles,
etc.

OLIVERS

*

Old Established Victuallers

FOR PRIME BEEF AND MUTTON
CORNED BEEF A SPECIALITY

* * *

LADIES AND CHILDRENS
OUTFITTING
Loose Covers made to order.
Agents for
Singer Sewing Machines

MOLLY CONROY
2 Castle St., Carlow

*

J. OLIVER & SONS
LTD.
Carlow

Phone 41108

NO ONE KNOWS BETTER THAN

OLD CARLOVIANS
THAT
W. & G. Hadden, Ltd., have carried on the family business
for over one hundred years and that the Carlow Branch was
purchased from Mr. Adam Ford in 1909. Mr. Ford's predecessor was Mr. Luttrell, in partnership with Mr. Burgess
of Athlone, and Mr. Luttrell's predecessor was Mr. Henry
Banks (a grand uncle of Mr. W. H. Hadden and at one
time Chairman of Carlow Town Commissioners) who owned
the main part of the present business in the middle of the
19th century.

HADDENS·
W. & G. HADDEN LTD.

FOR ALL YOUR

FOOTWEAR
REQUIREMENTS

CARLOW

,flVE S"tAR
FOODMARKET

* * *
* *

Tullow Street
CARLOW
HIGH-CLASS SELF SERVICE
QUALITY • • • FRESHNESS • • • VARIETY
SELECTION , • , CLEANLINESS • • •
FRIENDLY SERVICE • • • VALUE • • •
SPEEDY BUT LEISURELY SHOPPING

SHOP AT

GOVERNEY'S
BOOT. DEPOT

BARBECUE
CHICKENS.
LEANEST
GRADE
BACON.
HAMS.
TABLE-TRIMMED PREPACKED BEEF, MUTTON,
LAMB, PORK.
FIRST TIME IN CARLOW.
ALL

PERISHABLES
SELECTION OF

FROZEN

CASTLE STREET
CARLOW

FOODS,
DELICATESSEN.
MORNING
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES

DELIVERY
PUT

UNDER REFRIGERATION.
LARGE
CONTINENTAL CHEESES AND
SPECIALITIES

WITHIN

PLEASURE

INTO

THE
YOUR

URBAN

AREA

FRESH

FREE

SHOPPING-SHOP

Five Star Foodmarket, Carlow
Phone: 41513
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Twenty-one years agrow1ng
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twenty-one years ago, a number of people expressed
JUST
a desire for the establishment of a Society in Carlow, to

'
'

i

I

II

foster an interest in the history of the town and its environs.
This request was prompted by a desire, that information
concerning the locality, of value to future generations, might
be preserved.
In furtherance of this project a public meeting was called
in the Board Room, Town Hall, Carlow on Monday, 25th March,
1946, by Rev. P. Brophy, L. D. Bergin, Aidan Murray, John Ellis.
The result of this well attended public meeting was the
founding of The Old Carlow Society at the next meeting in
the Town Hall on Monday, April 1st, 1946.
The first General Meeting was held in Carlow Technical
School on Wednesday, May 1st when the first Officers and
Committee were elected. His Lordship, Most Rev. Dr. Keogh,
Bishop of Kildare and Leighlin was made Patron. For the
record the following were the first Officers and Committee:
Vice-Presidents: V. Rev. The Rector, Knockbeg College,
An t-Athair P. MacSuibhne, M.A. (now P.P. Kildare); Venerable
Archdeacon Ridgeway, M.A. (deceased); Bernard O'Neill,
M.Sc. (deceased). Chairman, V. Rev. W. Miller, D.Ph.,
Adm., V.F. (now P.P. Newbridge); Hon. Secretary, L. D. Bergin,
Esq.; Hon. Editor, Rev. P. Brophy; Hon. Treasurer, J. F. Dillon,
Esq. (now living in Dublin). Committee, Miss M. Doyle, Miss
I. McLeod, Messrs. John Ellis, E. Boake (deceased), P. B.
Tynan (now living in England).
The nine rules of the Society were adopted. Two short
papers were read at our first meeting. (1) Ven. Archdeacon
Ridgeway-" Re-Afforestation of Carlow Parish in 1702." (2)
Very Rev. Dr. Miller-" Extracts from the manuscript of William
Farrell on social life in Carlow 1780-1800." The First Summer
Outing was held to Sletty and Knockbeg; others to Killeshin
and Kilkea Castle.
The first meeting of the Indoor Session was held on
Tuesday, 8th October, 1946 in the Bonne Bouche Cafe. Mr.
Oliver MacDonagh read a paper on " Planned Emigration from
Carlow." Our first journal "Carloviana" was published in
January, 1947 with a modest 500 copies. This issue has now
become a collector's item. Since then we have brought out
nineteen journals to date.
Down the years we have followed the original rules of
the Society-to foster and promote an interest in the history
of Carlow and district; and in particular to preserve a
permanent record of life in Carlow in the past.
Since those early days we have expanded our activities
on a much larger scale. We have had various distinguished
guest speakers including Sir Charles Petrie and Most Rev.
G. 0. Simms, Archbishop of Dublin, to lecture to the members
and their friends.
Tentative plans are already being discussed with a view
to the celebration of our 21st birthday on April 1st, 1967, when
we hope to have a grand re-union, if possible, of all the
surviving founder officers and committee, old and new
members.

W.

E.

H.

LECKY,

HISTORIAN

*
THE STORY OF
CLOGHGRENNAN

*
THE JOURNAL OF
THOMAS

EDWARDS

*
NEWS ROUND-UP, 1966

*
CLONMORE AND THE
McCALLS

*
JOHN KEEGAN OF
KILLEANEY

*
BYGONE DAYS IN
CARLOW

*
FIRST

SYMPATHETIC

STRIKE-PERHAPS

*
SECRETARY'S REPORT

*
LIST OF MEMBERS

-
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W. E. H. LECKY
Historian
HAVE chosen as the subject of this paper a historian,
W. E. H. Lecky, who had, and in more senses than
one, a foot on both sides of the Barrow. For to begin
with, he was descended from the Leckys of Carlow and
the Hartpoles of Laois.
The Leckys, a Carlow landed family, had been in the
county since the seventeenth century. They were good resident landlords, whose sons were often sent to the army
and who then returned to live contentedly the lives of
farmers and to participate actively in the affairs of the
County. On one occasion, for instance, there were four
Leckys on the County Carlow Grand Jury, which was
the ancestor of the County Council.
The Hartpoles, living on the Graigue side of the Barrow, were notoriously a wilder lot. Robert Hartpole
was Governor of the Queen's County and Constable of
Carlow Castle during the reign of the first Elizabeth.
There was a saying in Elizabeth's times which went:
" By west of the Barrow is by west of the law "--which
meant that even in the times of the first Elizabeth the
lads who lived beyond Graigue Bridge were considered
dangerous outlaws and were to be treated as such. It
was the job of Robert Hartpole to play these outlaws
beyond the Bridge at their own rough game. For this
purpose he built Shrule Castle which remained the Hartpole residence down to the l 790's, when the last male
representative of the family died. When Robert Hartpole died in 1594 an altar-tomb bearing, appropriately,
the effigy of a soldier in armour was erected to his
memory in St. Mary's Church, Carlow. With the passage
of time this altar-tomb was buried under debris, but was
rediscovered when portion of the burial ground was being
encroached upon for street-building in the eighteenth
century. Discovering that it was not to the memory of
an Irish king, a labourer contemptuously knocked the
head off. The head was thrown into the Barrow. To
save what remained, Mr. Bruen had the slab removed
to Oak Park and offered, successfully, a reward for the
recovery of the head. The remains of the altar-tomb
were finally removed to Portarlington. I regret to say
that I have not been able to discover whether the workman who decapitated Robert Hartpole's effigy was in fact
from Graigue. If so, the act could have been put down
to an act of historical justice.

Donal McCartney, M.A.

I

GRANTS

OF

LAND

For their services jn defeating the earlier tribes of Leix,
the Hartpoles received extensive grants of land, and had
become known themselves as one of the tribes of Queen's
County (who had displaced the tribes of Leix). The
Hartpole property ran along the Barrow beyond Sleaty
and included Barneslaty, Shrule and Monksgrange. Further west into the colliery-country the Hartpoles owned
lands in Doonane, Mayo, Rossmore, Ballyhide, Castleroe,
Rathduff and Rathaspick. In the late eighteenth cen-
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Mr. W. E. H. Lecky, the historian
tury this land amounted to about 3,000 acres all of which
was situated in the barony of Slievemargy, with the exception of 200 acres which lay in the barony of Ballyadams.
Compared with the Leckys of Carlow, the Hartpoles
were turbulent, extravagant, reckless, dogged by bad luck,
involved in politics, enmeshed in legal disputes over their
land. All these characteristics and misfortunes attended
George Hartpole, the last male representative of the family. George was a sort of lovable rascal. He had been
left "inheritor of a large territory . . . an embarrassed
rent-roll and a profound ignorance of business in all departments." A friend described him as having "a tendency to rustic dissipation." His uncle Lord Aldborough
had given good advice to George on the occasion of his
marriage. He said he was glad to be the means of
getting George some hundreds of pounds for his wedding
expenses, but hoped that George would not be foolish in
spending it (especially since George's bride had only an
extremely small dowry). The uncle wrote that the furniture at Shrule was good enough; he admitted that there
was some case for getting a new carriage and horses,
but hoped that George hadn't given too much for the

new hunter he had heard about. " My wish is to see you
not only out of debt, but in cash without which you can
never be independent." The good advice was lost on
George.
MARRIED

TWICE

He had Shrule whitewashed and the gate painted. He
ordered from Carlow three right good beds and mattressc; and gave for each bed alone six guineas; he ordered
a desk and a set of tables, and fires to be kept all through
the huuse. Not only that, but he was married twice, once
illegally; he separated from both wives, and extravagant
to the last, while still in his mid-twenties, died without
leaving any children.
He willed his property to his two sisters, Maria and
Martha; he provided for his two separated wives; he
bequeathed six-thousand pounds, which he didn't have, to
another shrewder rascal, Jonah Barrington. Barrington,
according to the will was in fact to get all of the Hartpole property should the sisters die without issue. But

Jonah was cheated.

The older sister Maria was married

to the very sensible John Lecky of New Garden, Carlow

(whose hobby was to collect rare specimens of rocks).
They appear to have lived for some time in Shrule. The
younger sister married Charles Bowen of Kilnacourt,
Portarlington. And although the sisters may not have
had the twenty children between them which Barrintgton
fancied they would have just to spite him and do him
out of the property, they had enough to destroy Barrington 's expectations. Fortunately for us, or there might
not have been a historian, Lecky.
The combined property of Maria Hartpole and John
Lecky was inherited by their son, John Hartpole Lecky
and on his death the lands in Carlow and in Laois
went to William Edward Hartpole Lecky-the subject
of this paper.
A

MODERATE

PROPERTY

By Irish landlord standards the extent of his lands
was moderate. He had inherited what remained of his

An old photograph showing Shrule Castle as it was at the end of the last century.
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grandmother's half share of the Hartpole property. This
meant that in the Queen's County Lecky was the owner
of 1,236 acres. In Carlow Lecky owned 721 acres
situated at Aughanure, Bestfield, and at Killnock, Kellistown. Lecky's 721 acres in Carlow had practically the
same valuation as the 1,236 acres in the Queen's County
and the total of nearly 2,000 acres had a valuation of
£1,317 or a letting value calculated at £1,759. This was
small fry compared with the big landlords even in the
Queen's County or Carlow. In Carlow there were three
men, Bruen, Duckett and McMurrough-Kavanagh, contemporaries of Lecky, whose lands were valued at over
£10,000. In Queen's County De Vesci, Lord Castletown
and Coote were all above the £ 10,000 valuation. In
Carlow fifteen landlords had over 3,000 acres each, and
in Queen's County there were 26 in that category.
Lecky, then, with his 1236 acres in one county and 721
in another was not even in the top twenty in either
county. His total of 2,000 acres fell a long way short
of McMurrough-Kavanagh's 29,000 acres or Lord Lansdowne's 121,000.
Compared however with people at the other end of
the social scale, Lecky was very comfortable. If his
returns were £1,700 or even only £1,300 from his lands,
this in the last quarter of the last century was, of course,
considerable. We can get some idea of the value of this
money by recalling that in 1903, the year in which Lecky
died, the maltmen employed by the firm of Joshua Watson in Carlow, served strike notice on the manager, Mr.
James Bolger, in support of their claim for an increase
in wages from fifteen to eighteen shillings.
REWARDING

GOOD

BUSINESS

SERVICE

So far Lecky had shown that he had inherited all the
good business sense of the Leckys. But completing his
studies in T.C.D. he was faced with the problem of
choosing his future career. At this moment the Hartpole blood began to boil. He revolted against the
Lecky family tradition and determined not to become
a resident landlord for that would be the equivalent of
" becoming a beast and eating grass," and he decided not
to go into the army like his Carlow cousins: " I would
just as soon commit suicide at once." His mother's
people had made reputations both in the law and in the
Church, but Lecky wrote: "I hate law," and he also
determined to discontinue his divinity studies which he
had begun at T.C.D. with the intention of becoming a
curate in the family living near Cork.
" Being mad " he wrote, " the only two things that
I should the least care for arc a scat in Parliament
or a position as an author."
Thus the rents from each side of thr Barrow enabled
Lecky to become an absentee landlord. His strong
ambition however, was to become a politician. And
meantime he was becoming famous as an author. These
three aspects of Lecky-the author of historical books,
the secret politician, and the absentee landlord are not
all equally well-krrown. The author of the historical
books is of course the best known. But to understand
the historian in Lecky it is also essential to know the
would-be statesman and the absentee landlord.

MARRIAGES

And besides this landed property, the Leckys unlike
the Hartpoles made very sensible and financially rewarding marriages. Lecky's father, John Hartpole, was
married to the daughter of an English legal man with
a wide reputation-he was also the agent of the Duke
of Newcastle and the political agent and friend of the
future Prime Minister, Gladstone, and had been employed in a legal capacity by the Government. His
daughter no doubt brought with her a dowry more handsome than the total received by Lecky's granduncle,
George Hartpole, from his two marriages. Lecky's
mother died when he was just one year old and his
father married again. This time the marriage connected
him with the Wilmot-Chetwodes, landowners, who lived
at W oodbrook, Portarlington. And after the death of
his father Lecky's step-mother married the Earl of
Carnwath.
Lecky himself was to continue the sound policy of
rewarding marriage alliances when at the mature age
of 33 he married a lady right out of the top drawer
of continental nobility-the Baroness Elizabeth Van
Dedem, maid of honour to Queen Sophia of the Netherlands ( daughter of a Dutch court-official and sister of a
Dutch Cabinet Minister). They were married at the
Royal Court of the Netherlands. While on their honeymoon Lecky, who was never one to waste time, corrected the proofs of one of his books. They had no
children.
The landed property and the family connections made
it possible for Lecky as a young man to enter T.C.D.
as a FellowCommoner which meant that his people paid
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higher fees for him, in return for certain privileges, like
that of eating at the table of the Fellows.

THE AUTHOR
I will say only a little about the author. He first
made his reputation with two books on European history:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
G.

7.

8.
9.
10.

" A History of the Rise and Spirit of Rationalism
in Europe " ( 2 vols.), translated into several
languages, and ran into 17 different editions m
Lecky's lifetime.
"A History of European Morals from Augustus to
Charlemagne" (ran into 15 editions).
"Leaders of Public Opinion in Ireland". (This
first appeared in 1861, was largely rewritten and
revised in 1871, and again in 1903, when it appeared in two vols.)
"History of England in the Eighteenth Century"
( 8 vols.). This he revised, and separated the Irish
chapters from the English chapters and so became
"History of Ireland in the Eighteenth Century"
(5 vols.) and
" History of England in the Eighteenth Century "
( 7 vols.).
" Democracy and Liberty " ( 2 vols.).
( A severe
criticism of trends in modern democracy. Many
of his prophecies have since come true).
"Map of Life".
Two books of poems.
Numerous essays-historical and political- in
various periodicals.

He may have been an absentee landlord; he was
certainly not an idle one. Among the many honours

received in rccogmt10n of his status as a historian was
the offer to Lecky by the Queen through her Prime
Minister to become the Regius Professor of History
in Oxford. Lecky refused on the grounds that he had
no aptitude for academic work.
THE LANDLORD
Lecky's devotion to scholarship left him with little
time for, or interest in practical landlordism. What
evidence has so far come to light about Lecky as a
landlord has got to be put together from a few scattered
pieces of information ( I would certainly welcome any
There
local information about him as a landlord.
must be families who were once his tenants on the lands
in Queen's County and Carlow).
After he had finished his first successfui book, Lecky
was ordered not to read for some time. He took the
opportunity to visit some of his tenants for the first
time ( as he said he was ashamed to admit). He was
considerably alarmed at the prospect because he said it
was not easy to talk to the farmers when one hardly knew
the difference between a potato and a turnip. However he congratulated himself on his success and said
that he had offered his condolences to his tenants on
the appearance of the potatoes; had praised their cows;
talked about the cattle disease and abused the government for not stopping the importation of diseased cattle.
That same year he had been persuaded to give a
lecture on "Early Christian Art" in the school room at
Portarlington.
His cousins, the Chetwodes and the
Bowens all turned up; so did the gentry of the Port
district and their daughters, for Lecky was not then
married. The chairman for the meeting was the Dean
of Kildare who welcomed Lecky as the son of an old
inhabitant of the district and it was also noted that
he was a gold medallist of T.C.D. The Leinster
Express reporter described the lecture as "highly interesting, devoid of any sectarian matter and delivered
within an hour". The Irish Times said that the
lecturer had " reviewed the ancient, medieval and modern
history of early Christian Art, clothing his ideas in
language of exquisite simplicity". (How even Lecky
could have talked about the modern history of early
Christian Art is beyond me). And giving the name of
the lecturer the Irish Times gave very elaborately all
of his Christian names, William Edward Hartpole, and
only omitted to give his surname. "Such", said Lecky,
"'is fame".

GRAND JURY
After this, Lecky was away on his travels to the continental libraries again. He was back four years later,
performing another of the functions of the landlord.
In the summer of 1869 he served on the Grand Jury
for the Queen's County. The Leinster Express in its
issue of the 17th July, announcing that the Grand Jury
would be sworn in on the following Monday, said:
"We are happy to state that there is not a single
person in custody for trial before the Judge. . . . This
state of things redounds to the credit of the Queen's
County, and it is earnestly to be desired that it will
long continue in the same peaceable condition." The
paper, however, hadn't to wait for Princess Margaret's
visit to disturb the peace!
In the very next issue, the Express had to report

what it called " the diabolical attempt" on the life of
Mr. Warburton, the High Sheriff, on his way to open
the assizes at Maryboro.
The arrival of the High Sheriff's carriage spattered
with blood helped to make Lecky's work as a member
of the Grand Jury more interesting than it might otherwise have been.
As a member he assisted the Grand Jury in extending its sympathy to the High Sheriff and his family;
expressing its abhorrence of the deed; and offering
(vainly) a reward for information. Otherwise Lecky
had helped the Grand Jury to find a twelve year old
guilty of a stabbing incident; and with two others he
visited on behalf of the Grand Jury the Infirmary,
the Prison and the Lunatic Asylum. They reported
that they found them in every respect admirably managed, clean and orderly and the officials exceedingly
attentive and obliging ". Privately he wrote that he
was doing what was a good deal out of his line, and
was back on the Continent at the first opportunity.
Four years later, in 1873, while Lecky was doing
a tour of Irish beauty spots with his wife, he brought
her to visit his tenants. And although Lecky lived for
another thirty years I have been unable to discover
any further reference to Lecky performing his duties
as a landlord among his tenants.
A

GOOD

LANDLORD

This only means that Lecky was an absentee, content
to work through an agent. (William Phillips of St.
Germaine's, Portarlington was his agent-at least for his
Queen's County lands).
It doessn't follow that he was otherwise a bad landlord. In fact the evidence is all to the contrary. The
tenants on Lecky's property appear to ,have been fairly
well off and respectable. He had in fact some tenants
of over one-hundred pounds per annum before the Land
Courts reduced rents generally, which represented goodsized farmers. And when Gladstone introduced the
first in a long line of Land Acts in 1870, designed to
give tenants some security against evicting landlords, and
encouraging the granting of leases as against the old
system of tenants at will, Lecky approved. He hoped
that Gladstone's Second Land Act would assist the richer
class of tenants to purchase their holdings, and encourage
further the system of leases. Nearly all his tenants-he
said he could think of only one exception-had leases;
and nearly all had leases of thirty-one years.
Nor does Lecky appear to have been anything like a
rack-renting landlord. After the Land Courts had been
set up to deal with the question of fair rents, tenants all
over Ireland applied for a reduction in the rents payable
to landlords. On one occasion two of Lecky's Carlow
tenants, John Keppel of Killnock, Kellistown, who held
almost eighty acres from Lecky and for which he paid
a rent of fifty pounds per annum, and William Nolan
also of Killnock who held 77 acres and who paid fiftysix pounds, applied for a reduction of their rents. Out
of twenty-four cases heard on this occasion before a
sitting of the Land Court in Carlow, there were twelve
instances of where the rent charged by Carlow landlords
was higher than the valuation of the property. There
were six instances of where the rent and the valuation
were practically equal and six others where the rent
was in fact lower than the valuation. One of Lecky's
tenants had a rent equal to his valuation; the other had
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a rent lower than the valuation. This though not exhaustive or conclusive would tend to confirm other
evidence that Lecky even by Carlow standards was a
good and reasonable landlord. At least he was among
those who charged the lower rents. In Galway before
rents were reduced by the Land Court there were extreme
examples of rents exceeding the valuation by as much as
111%, 116%, 133% and 224%. It was also stated publicly in the Dublin Daily Express during the controversy
over Lecky's election as M.P. for T.C.D., and it was
not denied, that there were families on Lecky's lands,
who had been there for upwards of 150 years. This too
would point in the direction of good landlord-tenant
relations on Lecky's estate.
LAND

QUESTION

Although Lecky had little practical interest in landlordism he was compelled by the political and social implications of the Land Acts to become politically and intellectually involved in the Irish Land Question. To
understand what we might call his intellectual landlordism it is first necessary to glance at Lecky, the would-be
political leader.
While in T.C.D. and indeed for some time afterwards,
Lecky dreamed of becoming the next great Irish political
leader. His leaders of Irish public opinion-Swift, Flood,
Grattan and O'Connell were his heroes, and they were
for him what four other leaders were for Pearse: the
evangelists of his kind of Irish nationality. Under the
spell of these Irish orators Lecky looked forward to the
emergence of a new Irish hero and to the restoration of
the Irish Parliament and he began to groom himself for
the role of leader. " The mantle of Grattan is not destined to be forever unclaimed," he wrote.
He knew that to become the political leader of his
ambitions he must enter Parliament. He explained
however that there were three things against him. He
did not have enough money or influence. He knew no
Irish Liberals. He did not have the gift of pushing.
A

SHY· MAN

This lack of the " pushing faculty " as he called it
was, of course, his chief drawback. He was an extremely
shy man and although he was to know personally
most of the great men of his day, it was often they and
not he who sought the acquaintance. Lecky's diffidence
could at times go to extremes. On one occasion he
shared a hotel in Switzerland with Cardinal Newman.
Lecky admitted that there was no man he desired more
to meet. He had even heard that Newman had been
impressed with Lecky's book on the history of Rationalism but Lecky was too shy to approach him. He wrote
in a letter:" Had I been more brazen I would have ventured to
introduce myself. It tantalized me exceedingly to see
Newman at tea across the room. I thought of an Irish
saint .who whenever she was in love used to put her
feet in the fire in order that one fire might drive out
another, and so following her example I got Buckle's
History of Civilization from the library and always
brought him down to tea."
To drive out the fire of political ambition Lecky buried
himself in the fire of literature. And while he did not become the political. leader of his dreams, his manifesto, or
his 'Mein Kampf'-! mean his book, Leaders of Public
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Opinion and his History of Ireland in the Eighteenth
Century helped to make Home Rulers out of many
others.
HOME-RULERS
Theodore Roosevelt said that he had been a HomeRuler ever since reading Lecky's work. Lecky's German
translator, writing to Lecky said the same thing. Michael
Davitt, Gavan Duffy, Sir John Pope-Hennessy, all acknowledged the strength of Lecky's nationalist arguments.
It was pointed out that before Parnell had come on the
scene Lecky's writings excited the enthusiasm of the Irish
public. Justin McCarthy claimed that Lecky had played
a considerable part in the development of the Home Rule
idea. John Redmond, Barry O'Brien, W. E. Lloyd and
Francis Cruise O'Brien all used Lecky in support of Home
Rule claims. So did Freeman's Journal and the Nation.
In England the members of the Liberal Government also
used Lecky to support their case of justice for Ireland.
The Prime Minister, Gladstone; the Chancellor of the
Exchequer, Sir William Harcourt, John Morley, another
leading member of the cabinet, and Erskine Childers were
fond of basing their case upon Lecky's arguments and
were only too ready to acknowledge their source. Harcourt claimed that Lecky's Leaders of Public Opinion
was the best text-book of Home Rule that he knew.
Lecky's contribution to the Home Rule cause was all the
more effective because of his literary fame and his reputation for impartiality. More than any other Irishman of his
time he had the ear of the more intelligent English reading public.
Lecky had made Home Rulers out of everybody except himself. Fenianism, the Land League and Parnellism
had meantime turned Lecky into a Unionist. In all of
this it was Lecky's intellectual landlordism which mattered and which made the difference. He was a firmly
convinced upholder of the rights of private property. He
believed as firmly that the educated and wealthy classes
should govern the country. He upheld the sacredness of
the law and the sanctity of contracts. He had always
believed in an Irish nationality that should be linked to
the Empire through loyalty to the Crown.
AGRARIAN MURDER
Because of these beliefs he had become horrified at the
"criminal turbulence" to use his words, evoked by the
land agitation; "the new communism" as he often called
it. He protested against the boycotting, the intimidation,
the organised outrage and tyranny of the Land Leaguers.
He felt that the "vicious gibberings" of Parnell, Davitt,
and Company had driven political morality from the
shores of Ireland and that agrarian murder was being
backed up by a perverted public opinion. "For my own
part" he wrote in a letter to The Times, "I would as willingly intrust the government of Ireland to its Catholic
as to its Protestant gentry. But I do not believe that the
governmer,t can safely be intrusted to the National
League-to priests and F enians and professional agitators,
supported by the votes of the ignorant peasantry and subsidised from America by avowed enemies of the British
Empire".
In newspapers, and periodicals, and on public platforms Lecky now overcame his shyness, and carried on an
attack on Home Rule. He claimed that Home Rulers
were animated by two ideas-a desire to plunder the

landlords and an overmastering hatred of England.
Rarely did Lecky attack Home Rule without linking it
with an attack on the Land Leaguers. Law-breakers, he
argued, were not proper persons to be turned into lawmakers. He said that Gladstone and his fellow Liberals
who would hand over Ireland to the Home Rulers must
be either traitors or fools. The most important thing for
Ireland, he maintained, was not Home Rule, but the protection of life and property and the liberty of the individual. Examining the Land Acts at depth Lecky concluded
that even United Kingdom governments were also robbing the landlords and sacrificing them for the convenience of English political parties, for the sake of agrarian
peace at any cost, and for the sake of votes.
When the Irish landlords organised for their own defence into the Irish Landowners Convention, setting up
branches in each County, Lecky sent his subscription to
his cousin, J. Frederick Lecky of Ballykealey, Ballon, who
was the head of the Carlow Leckys and who was also
Secretary and Treasurer of the Carlow branch of the
Landowner's Convention. About the same time another
of Lecky's Carlow cousins, Rupert Lecky, son of J. Frederick, who was living at Moyle, regretted that Lecky,
pressed by political business, was not able to visit them
and recalled how kind Lecky had been to him while he
was in England for his army examination.
LEADING PROPAGANDIST
By now Lecky had become a leading propagandist in
the Unionist and landlord camp. It was a symbol of the
stature he had attained as a landlord propagandist that
he, a man of less than 2,000 acres, should have been
asked to go on Lord Castletown's landlord deputation to
the government. On this deputation there were with
Lecky, five others, four of whom were titled gentlemen.
Three of them had valuations at least ten times that of
Lecky's; the poorest of them had more than four times
the amount of Lecky's property and most of them had
been M.P.'s. As a property owner or practising politician
Lecky simply wasn't in the same elass: clearly his inclusion on the deputation was a tribute to what I've called
his intellectual landlordism. Many other symbols, and
honours were to follow including the once-desired seat
in Parliament but Lecky had grown too old, and pessi-

mistic and embittered to enjoy it.
As a young man Lecky by his wntmgs had helped to
prepare the way for Home Rule, when Home Rule wasn't
even a word. As an older man he put the case for the
Irish landlords, who as a class had reached the crises in
their existence, and Lecky put their case in its most
moderate and articulate form. His historical works provided some of the best ammunition which the Home
Rulers had; his political propaganda was amongst the
best on the Unionist side. But Lecky lacked the sense of
humour which would have enabled him to enjoy the situation in which he supplied both Home Rulers and Unionists with the materials for their controversy. The historian,
he once explained, must place himself in the point of view
of the best man on both sides and bring out the full
sense of opposing arguments. It was Lecky's personal
dilemma that in the Home Rule argument he was himself the best man on both sides. He had lived out his
life, so to speak, with a foot on both sides of the Barrowby west and by east of Home Rule and of Unionism.
Neither side could fully claim him. And this helps to explain why politically Lecky could never be anything more
than the great lost leader of Irish public opinion.
After his death in 1903 the property in Carlow and
Laois was sold and the proceeds were given to T.C.D. to
endow the Lecky Chair of History-a very civilized
thing to do. The very valuable library of 6,000 volumes
which rents from Carlow and Laois had helped Lecky to
collect over the years, on the continent and elsewhere, was
also left to T.C.D. One only wishes more Irish landlords
had been half so civilized as Lecky.
He will be remembered chiefly as a historian-but a
historian whose writings were the swan-song not of a man,
nor of a family, but of a whole class-the Irish Protestant
Ascendancy.
It was a class which had grave faults, but also considerable virtues-virtues which have been too often overlooked. And Lecky had some of the faults of his own
class, but also a generous portion of the virtues.
The final flowering of the Protestant Ascendancy in
Ireland, which after an existence of hundreds of years,
was now, at the turn of the century, passing out of the
pages of history is well and favourably represented in the
life and works of this Carlow-Laois landlord.

<9ur @over ff)iclure
Our cover picture is another lovely photograph by Mr. Donal Godfrey taken from
the top of the tower of the Cathedral of the Assumption, looking due west towards
Slieve Margy and the Killeshin Hills. In the right foreground is the Spire of St. Mary's
Church. This is the high Spire erected in about 1832, which replaced the " low Steeple "
scoffed at by Dean Swift many years before. To the left is the remains of the Keep of
our Norman Castle which dates from 1208 and immediately beyond this and to the right
is St. Clare's Catholic Church in Graigue-formerly St. Anne's Church of Ireland
Church in Carlow! In the bottom right hand corner is the original archway leading
into the stables of the Bear Inn, dating back to 18th century, and to the left of this
can be seen the rear of Mr. Restrick's premises in Dublin St., which was Thomas
Edward's Coach Office in 1840.
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The Story of
Cloghgrennan
stands today in a unique position:
astride the border between Counties Carlow and
Leix which actually passes through the archway of the
ruined fifteenth century castle. In the sixteenth century
when Cloghgrennan was at the height of its importance
however, the boundry followed the small Fushogue river
which joins the river Barrow some fifty or a hundred
yards to the north. The position of the site alone is enough
to stress its importance. It guarded the county boundry
and held the raiding O'Moores at bay. It also guarded a
ford on the river.
That Cloghgrennan has been of importance since earliest times is suggested in the placename 'Cloghgrennan'
which Joyce has interpreted as 'the stone castle of the
palace'. Further evidence appeared in 1819 during the
dredging of the river for the Barrow navigation scheme,
when a number of Bronze Age weapons were discovered
at the site of the ford. Thus, I think we can safely say
that since the earliest times Cloghgrennan has been fortified, although I can find no evidence of the remains of
a rath. This, though, is not surprising for, as we shall see,
the area has been built over again and again.
The castle, whose ruins today form the entrance to the
Cloghgrennan demesne was built at the end of the fifteenth century, and remained for a long time one of the
most important castles in the Barony of !drone West. In
the middle of the sixteenth century it became the principal residence of Sir Edmund Butler and remained in the
hands of the Butlers until 1680 when it was bought by the
Rochforts. The Rochforts lived in a small house just inside the gateway until they built the now ruined Cloghgrennan House.
CLOGHGRENNAN

Mrs. B. Fitzmaurice
of Co. Carlow in 1564, he was knighted in 1567 'for the
losse of his blod dyvers tymes'. When he was knighted
he was also given grants of the monastery of Innistioge,
the Priory of Connall in Co. Kildare and a yearly grant
of one hundred and forty pounds from the Abbey of
Baltinglass. He married Elenor Eustace, daughter of Rowland, Lord Baltinglass and had four legitimate sons and
one illegitimate. Of his four sons Piers, John, James and
Theobald, we know the history of only two. Piers joined
in his father's rebellions and after being pardoned, lived
at Roscrea. Theobald succeeded his father at Cloghgrennan after the claim of the illegitimate son had been
put aside in 1603.
When the Earl of Ormond, now Sir Edmund's elder
brother Thomas, had to go to England, he left the Palatine of Ormond in Edmund's charge. In 1567, having already had several scraps with the government (notably
over the exaction of• coyne and livery and in refusing to
serve against James Fitzmaurice, head of the Desmonds).
Sir Edmund began his raiding with his brother Edward
and his eldest son Piers. He invaded the territories of
Oliver Fitzgerald and raided the land of the young Lord
Dunboyne. Edward and Piers attacked the lands of
M'IBrieu Ara, Lord Power's property 'in Waterford and
the White Knight's property in Tipperary until between

ABSOLUTE POSSESSION
From the mid-fourteenth century the Barony of !drone
West had been in the hands of the Kavanaghs who had
taken absolute possession of it after the death of Sir
Leonard Carew in 1370. They had held the land before
the conquest and parts of it on and off ever since. At the
beginning of the sixteenth century it was bought from the
Kavanaghs by James, the ninth Earl of Ormond, and at
his death in 1546 passed to his second son Edmund.
Sir Edmund Butler of the Dullogh (another name for
this area) was one of the leading men of his age. He was
born in 1534 and as soon as he was able to bear arms he
started to serve the state. His life may be divided into five
distinct periods: His early life when he served the crown
and fought many skirmishes against the rebels, especially
the troublesome O'Moores of Leix, his disorders in
Ormond and neighbouring territories, his parliamentary
revolt, the Desmond rebellion and his subsequent pardon
late in life.
Until the 1560's he served the crown in many roles. He
was made Commissioner of the Peace in 1562, and Sheriff
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Sir Peter Carew,

1514-1575

them they had reduced the whole of Ormond and the surrounding territories to a state of chaos. This went on until
late in 1568, when the Deputy returned from England,
and hearing the many complaints against the three of
them appointed an inquiry to be made by Luke Dillon,
the Queen's Attorney; John Thomas, the Chief Remembrancer; and Edward Fitzymon, Justice of Co. Wexford.
Sir Edmund, while always pretending to be helpful managed to make life quite difficult for them by never
appearing before them when he was supposed to and never
being able to produce his witnesses. Their report gives a
sad picture of the unruly state of the country and of the
damage wrought by Sir Edmund and his comrades. However the affair was settled peacefully when they promised
to stop their raiding.
PARLIAMENTARY REVOLT
The third period, that of his parliamentary revolt, is,
perhaps, the most important. Late in 1568 Sir Henry
Sidney called the second Irish parliament of Elizabeth's
reign. The main laws passed were those abolishing coyne
and livery, the attainder of Shane O'Neill and the abolition of all Irish Captainries. It also enabled the Deputy
to accept the surrender of land and to regrant it with
legal title. Except for the attainder of Shane O'Neill all
these laws were greatly disliked by the Irish and Old
English members. The parliament was really made up of
two parties; the Irish and Old English, known as the
Country party, among which was Sir Edmund, and the
Court party. The Deputy, wanting a majority of the
Court party (which supported him) interfered in the elections so that the Country party objected to the very constitution of the parliament. Sir Edmund gathered round
him and led a constitutional, loyalist and Catholic opposition and said that, rather than agree to the parlia,nentary proceedings of the Deputy, "he would be torn
.vith wild horses". This opposition so infuriated the Deputy that Sir Edmund was summoned to the Presence
Chamber of the Castle and berated by the Deputy. He
remained so stubborn in his opposition and was finally so
severly threatened by the Deputy that he thought it wiser
to leave Parliament and return to Cloghgrennan.
We now come to the fourth period of his life, the Desmond rebellion. It is unlikely that all his previous dissention with the Deputy would have led him to open rebellion had it not been for one thing: the granting of his
lands in !drone West to Sir Peter Carew.
TYPICAL ADVENTURER
Sir Peter Carew was a typical member of the band of
adventurers, mainly the younger sons of minor English
nobility, who were looking for land in Ireland. His life
bears a quick examination as he was undoubtedly the
main cause of Sir Edmund joining the Desmond rebellion.
He was the second son of Sir William Carew of Mohun
Ottery in Devon. Born in 1514 he was sent first to a
grammer school in Exeter and then to St. Paul's. However he played truant most of the time. He was made a
page in France and at the age of eleven he fought at the
battle of Pavia-on both sides. He served Henry VIII
in many capacities and became a great favourite of his.
He travelled through most of Europe and got as far east
as Constantinople. In the war with France he fought on
land and sea and was knighted at the battle of Treport.
He was an M.P. for Devon. He supported Mary's claim

Clogrennan Castle, as drawn by Thos- Dinely
in 1680
to the throne but opposed her marriage to Philip of
Spain; for this he was imprisoned in the Tower. On the
accession of Elizabeth he was released and restored to
favour. She granted his claims .to the Irish estates and to
this may undoubtedly be attributed his success. He also
got lands in Cork to which he was moving when he died
at New Ross in November 1575. He is buried in the
Cathedral in Waterford.
Sir Peter affected Sir Edmund Butler's life greatly. His
claim to the Barony of !drone West seems to be dubious
as his descent from the original Carews who had been
granted the Barony was never firmly established. A certain Thomas Carew had laid claim to the lands in the
fourteenth century but his claim had been declared void.
Despite this Sir Peter took up the claim again and with
the Queen behind him he could hardly fail. He was
strongly opposed by the Kavanaghs who held the Barony
of !drone East, and by Sir Edmund whose claim was no
more secure than the Kavanaghs, as the land had been
bought from them. Carlow at this time was regular shire
ground and as such the claim should have been heard in
the court of Common Pleas or another of the ordinary
courts.
The government, however, decided that the claim
should be heard before the Deputy and Privy Council.
This was the injustice that Sir Edmund complained of.
He was ready to bow to the fair judgement of one of the
ordinary courts, but he knew that the Privy Council was
biased against him. The decision of the Privy Council in
Sir Peter's favour worried the whole country, for, if Sir
Edmund, being of English blood and a member of the
powerful house of Ormond could lose his land so unfairly
nobody was safe. This insecurity caused hostility all over
the country at a time when the Government could ill afford it.
POWERFUL CONFEDERACY
Part of the country was already in revolt under James
Fitzmaurice, leader of the Desmonds, and this revolt grew
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to be a powerful confederacy headed by James Fitzmaurice, McCarthy More, The Earl of Clancare, Donogh
O'Brien, Earl of Thomond, Turlogh Lynoch, the O'Neill,
and Sir Edmund Butler. Sir Edmund did not agree with
the aims of the Confederacy, which were to bring in the
Spaniards to make Philip of Spain King of Ireland and
to abolish the state religion. All he wanted was to keep his
property secure, to recover what had been lost and to take
revenge on his enemies. However he saw that his only
hope lay in joining the rebels. The extent of the Confederacy is seen in those who followed the leaders. All the
Ormonds except Lord Cahir and the young Lord Dunboyne followed Sir Edmund, as did McDonogh, O'Keeffe,
O'Sullivan More, O'Sullivan Bere and the Kavanaghs of
!drone East. The McCarthys followed McCarthy More,
and all the Geraldine chiefs of Munster followed Desmond. Many other chiefs were sympathetic including
O'More.
There were three efforts made to dissuade Sir Edmund
from joining the rebels. Firstly the Deputy sent John
Devawe, his messenger, with letters to Sir Edmund, trying
to persuade him to return to Dublin for discussions with
the Deputy. Sir Edmund made it extremely difficult for
Devawe to find him and when he did, refused to return
with him to Dublin but sent a verbal message saying that
he had been so insulted by the Deputy and Sir Barnaby
Fitzpatrick at the time of his parliamentary revolt that he
had no intention of returning to Dublin but would fight
Carew and Fitzpatrick whenever he got the chance.
In June 1569 the Deputy made another effort to stop
the whole family of Butlers fighting against the State by
sending to Sir Edmund his father-in-law, Rowland, Lord

Baltinglass, and Richard ·Shee of Kilkenny, threatening
to outlaw him if he did not come to Dublin which he
could do quite safely. Sir Edmund again refused, swearing that if he was outlawed he would make the heads fly
from those who were the cause of it. He claimed that
neither Sir Barnaby nor Sir Peter Carew were true servants
of the Queen as they fought only for wages, whereas he
had always given his services free. Not being satisfied that
this message would reach the Deputy, Sir Edmund sent
his chaplain, Sir Nicholas Comerford to the Deputy,
who detained him and sent Sir Peter Carew to arrest Sir
Edmund.
War broke out immediately and a third attempt was
made to dissuade Sir Edmund, this time by William
Sweetman. He was a friend of the Butlers and spoke
strongly to Sir Edmund, who replied "I do not make war
against the Queen, but against those who banish Ireland
and mean conquest". At first the war consisted only of a
few skirmishes concerning ldrone West, between Sir Edmund and Sir Peter Carew, now Constable of Leighlin
Castle. However, in June 1569 Sir Edmund, his brother
Edward and his son Piers were declared rebels. They were
given fourteen days to surrender to the Deputy in Dublin,
but as the proclamation was backdated thirteen days they
had little opportunity to surrender had they wished.
Sir Edmund, while not openly joining Fitzmaurice, now
commenced to carry out his part in the Confederate war.
The general plan was to raise the whole of Ireland to
arms, to distress and capture the walled towns which were
mainly English and to exhort money from these towns to
support the war. If the Deputy marched to the south of
the Pale, Turlogh O'Neill was to invade the north, and if

A drawing of Clogrennan Castle about 1790.
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the Deputy marched north Sir Edmund would invade the
south. Before attacking the Pale, Sir Edmund collected
all the arms from Kilkenny and rendered the town helpless. He then attacked the Pale through Rathvilly while
Turlogh O'Neill attacked from the north. At the same
time Edward Butler invaded Lord Power's country in
Waterford and James Fitzmaurice with McCarthy More
marched on Cork. After a successful attack on the Pale,
Sir Edmund invaded Leix, guided by Cahir Kodagh
O'Moore and took among other towns that of Stradbally.
SURRENDER DEMANDED
Meanwhile the Deputy had instructed Sir Peter Carew
take Cloghgrennan, and if possible to capture Sir Edmund alive. Sir Peter sent a company of foot to demand

to

then slew the warder, and thus Sir Peter gained entrance
to the castle where he put all the inhabitants, ·including
the women and children, to death.
It is interesting to note the description of the castle at
this time by Hooker,·· Sir Peter Carew's biographer. He
said "The castle of Cloghgrennan was square but little
as are the manner of castles of that land, and all such
lights and windows as there were therein they were. all
stopped, only in every quarter certain small loops were
left.''
.
After taking Cloghgrennan, Sir Peter marched to Kilkenny where he found Sir Edmund's troops camped ·about
two miles from the town. In .a surprise attack he slew
many of them but failed to take Sir Edmund who was not
there at the time. Sir Edmund was so furious at this that
he openly declared his alliegence to Fitzmaurice. Fitzmaurice and McCarthy More with a large band of followers marched with him to Kilkenny which they threatened to take .even if it cost them half their men. A letter
from the Sovereign and citizens of Kilkenny to the Lord
Deputy shows how badly things were going in the town.
They were besieged in the town with very little food and
all their farms outside the walls had been destroyed by
the rebels who were ravishing the young crops as they
grew. However, they were saved by the Confederate
army running out of supplies and having to break camp.
Kilkenny's plight was similar to that of many of the
walled towns in the south of the country. Enniscorthy
was taken by Sir Edmund, the castle sacked and the inhabitants left to the mercy of the soldiers.
The Deputy marched south but Sir Edmund in accordance with his promise not to fight the Deputy, kept ahead
of him plundering the land as he went. The Deputy
marched on into Desmond territory while Sir Edmund
doubled back and with the coast clea~, raided Upper
Ossory, while Piers took Leighlinbridge.
THE EARL RETURNS

Clogrennan Castle about 1910
the surrender of Cloghgrennan, and when this was refused
he marched on it with a large force. His shot had little
effect so he started to undermine the walls with his men
protected by a cover of hurdles. The warder of the castle
having been instructed by Sir Edmund not to fight against
the Deputy himself, inquired if the Deputy was present.
On being told, untruly, that he was, he came out to talk
with him. Discovering that he had been deceived he made
to return to the castle. However a soldier named Baker
threw a stone so that the gates could not be closed; he

This state of affairs might have gone on for ever haci
not the Earl of Ormond, Sir Edmund's brother returnee
from England. Sir Edmund and his brothers immediateh
stopped fighting and sent letters to the Earl asking him
to see them. This he refused at first to do, but finally he
sent for them to come to him at Kilkenny. They met oul
side the town, the Earl accompanied only by some of tht
citizens of the town while Sir Edmund and his party had
an armed guard.
After inquiring as to the Queen's health, Sir Edmund
complained to his brother of the Deputy's threats and injustices. He agreed to stay with the Earl until his case
could be heard by the Queen for, he said, he was still a
loyal subject of the Queen's and would do as she wished
as long as it kept him safe from the Deputy. While with
the Earl he wrote to the Queen saying the same things,
all the time complaining of the Deputy's treatment of
him and begging for mercy.
In the end Sir Edmund and Piers agreed to go before
the Deputy at Limerick. Edward did not submit until
later. They were charged with treason but given into the
charge of the Earl of Kilkenny until they could be tried.
Piers escaped from Kilkenny and as a result, Sir Edward
was committed to prison in Dublin, but he too escaped.
PARDONED BY QUEEN
They formally submitted to the Deputy in 1570. They
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were attainted by Parliament but later pardoned by the
Queen. After his submission, Sir Edmund fought for. the
Queen and helped to put down the end of the rebellion
of which he had once been one of the leaders. Fitzmaurice
submitted in 1573 and the Confederacy was finally broken. The same year the Queen pardoned Sir Edmund,
though he was never restored in blood. Cloghgrennan he
regained but he never lived there. It is probable that after
it had been taken by Carew it was ruinous and uninhabitable. He lived for the remainder of his life at lnnistoige
until he died about 1590. He is buried in St. Canice's
Cathedral.
After Sir Edmund's death, Cloghgrennan played little
part in the history of the country until the Catholic Confederacy some fifty years later. The castle passed to his
youngest son Theobald who, in 1604, was created Viscount Butler of Tullowphelim. He became Lieutenant of
Carlow in 1606 and married his cousin, the daughter of
the Earl of Ormond. He died without issue and Cloghgrennan passed to Thomas Butler, afterwards Sir Thomas
of Cloghgrennan.
In 1642, Cloghgrennan was in the hands of the Confederate Catholics but was taken for the King by Sir
Patrick Wemys and Captain Harman. The following year
it was captured again for the Confederation by the Earl
of Castlehaven and it remained in his hands at the truce.
However, it must have returned to Butler hands, for in

1649 Ormond as Lord Lieutenant for the King prepared
. to march on Dublin to relieve it .from th@ Cromwellians ..
He collected his forces at Leighlinbridge and marched
to Cloghgrennan, where, it is stated, he had a fortified
house. Here he delayed for some time as his funds were
running low. In the end he managed to borrow money
from Preston to prevent the disbanding of his forces. He
marched from Cloghgrennan to Dublin in August and
was defeated by Jones at Rathmines.
Now finally Cloghgrennan's days of glory were over.
Henceforth it was to be used only as a residence. In 1662
Richard, the second son of the Duke of Ormond was
created Baron of Cloghgrennan, Viscount Tullow and Earl
of Arran.
In 1680 Cloghgrennan was bought by the Rochforts
who lived there until about forty years ago. Robert Rochfort was speaker in the Irish House of Commons in 1695.
In 1758 a John Rochfort was High Sheriff for Co. Carlow. At first they lived in a small house behind the castle
but in 1806 John Staunton Rochfort started to build
Cloghgrennan House. Rochfort was his own architect.
The house took nine years to build and cost thirty-two
thousand pounds which finally broke the Rochfort family.
After they left in the 1920's the house remained empty
until it was partially demolished in 1945. The castle was
in part blown down in a storm in 1931, and being unsafe,
was then further demolished by the County Council.
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a long and detailed article in the Journal of the
Cork Historical and Archeological Society (Vol.
LXVIII 1963), the director of the National Museum, Dr.
A. T. Lucas, gives a preliminary survey of the literary,
historical, archeological and onomastic studies in which
reference to the sacred trees of Ireland are made.
Sacred trees of pre-Christian times were generally designated by the Irish word bile and its recurrence in
place names is sufficient indication of how widespread
they were. Some stood on their own, some were inauguration sites and some associated with a kingly residence.
Dr. Lucas suggests that Rathvilly takes its name from
the last mentioned type of tree.
Among the unassociated sacred trees Dr. Lucas
mentions the Eo Rossa "a yew which is believed to have
stood at Old Leighlin, Co. Carlow". He gives an interesting commentary on it as follows:
In the Ronngs Dinishenchas it forms the subject
of a curious rhapsodical litany of thirty-one epithets
which include: "noblest of trees, glory of Leinster,
dearest of bushes". In a life of St. Lazerian of Leighlin it is said that the saints of Ireland coveted its
wood for church-building, and assembled around the
tree to pray and fast for its fall. As each uttered his
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prayer, the roots seemed to move, but only when
Lazerian's turn came did it finally fall. He distributed the timber among the saints and St. Moling.
Hearing of this, went to ask for some and received
enough to roof his oratory."
The fame of this tree continued and Dr. Lucas points
out that it was referred to by Dalian Forgaill and also
appears in a riddle in Imthreacht na Tromdhaimhe.
The story of the Eo Rossa is an indication of the
christianizing of the pagan customs and subsequently
sacred trees became often associated with ecclesiastical
sites, wells or visitations of saints. Dr. Lucas lists a
"Patrick's Bush" at Milltown, Co. Carlow, and also
quotes an entry from the Annals of the Four Masters for
the year 1077 "Gleann Uiseann, with its yews, was burned", saying this "statement must in all probability, refer
to the destruction of a sacred wood intimately associated with the church" of Killeshin.
With regard to later conventions, and still within the
ambit of Carloviana Dr. Lucas suggests that the traditions of the trees at Rosenallis and Arless marking
sites of Mass in the Penal Days is "perhaps a later tradition grafted on to sites sacred in folklore.

OLIVER SNODDY

The Journal of
Thomas Edwards
W. V. Hadden
A

THE world loves a love story. The love story of
Thomas Edwards and Lucy Marchant is not only a
true story but one which has a happy ending.
Thomas Edwards was the eldest son of George Edwards of Kilbeggan in Westmeath. He was born in the
year 1819 and some sixteen or seventeen years later he
served his time in Bagenalstown, probably to an Ironmonger, for in 1838 he took up work as an assistant with
Mr. James Morris, Ironmonger, of 69 Burrin Street, Carlow, (This house was on the site of Slaters' burnt out
cinema and now the new Post Office), at a salary of £ 12
per annum, out of which he had to pay for his washing
and to assist his younger brother who had much less.
Thomas Edwards was a member of the Established
Church and worshipped Sunday by Sunday in St. Mary's
where he also taught a class of boys in the Sunday school.
He was a most pious and religious young man; his language was always inclined to be sanctimonious and a considerable proportion of his time was given to his private
devotions and to prayer. In 1840 when he started writing
his Journal, we find that the very first entry is a vow, as
follows:
"I Thomas Henry Edwards, from this day forward
take the Lord as my God and my portion for ever. I
do not make this vow trusting in my own strength but
I make it trusting in the Lord for supplies of grace and
strength to help in every time of need ... Dated this 1st
August, 1840. I also promise to devote to his service a
tenth part of whatever worldly goods it may please
him to bless me with on my attaining my twenty-first
year."
In the following 300 pages of his Journal there is hardly
one which does not include a prayer and he writes habitually in the language of the Book of Common Prayer,
and the Authorised Version of the Bible. Thomas was
twenty-one years old on August 9th, 1840 and in the following month he was Confirmed by the Archbishop of
Dublin, presumably in St. Mary's.
In November 1840, Edwards was very ill; after three
weeks he had to resign his position with Mr. Morris, owing
to his ill health, and he went home for a period to Kilbeggan; he travelled by Canal Passenger Boat via
Robertstown.
LL

yard and out offices (and probably some of those now occupied by Mr. Good) were the stables and sheds for the
horses and coaches.
Thomas was a serious minded, painstaking, honest
young man who deliberately set himself to become indispensable to his employer and to improve his circumstances by hard work and by every means in his power.
To this end he "continued instant in prayer" for no occasion was missed to solicit the blessing of Almighty God
in the projects and enterprises of the said Thomas,-and
not in vain. Within a few months he had proved his value
to Mr. Fishbourne, who not only gave him promotion
time and time again in the months and years that followed, but encouraged him ·to take on other Agencies in a
part-time capacity.

COACH AGENT
In February 1841, Thomas returned to Carlow to take
up work as Coach Agent to Mr. Joseph Fishbourne, "at
a salary of £20 per annum provided in Board and Lodging and everything else except washing". For the next
seven years the entries in his Journal are addressed from
the "Carlow Coach Office"; this was the "Fair Traveller"
Depot at No. 9 Dublin Street, now Restrick's, where the

Thomas Edwards about 1855
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The tragedy was that no matter how well Thomas succeeded in improving his finances, it took him seven long
years of struggling poverty to keep up with the needs of
his father and his family. The Journal does not seem to
give any explanation but George Edwards in 1840 was
apparently unemployed, and in serious debt, with a family which included his wife, John, Harry, Eliza, Joe and
several other daughters, who had to be supported. George
Edwards had property in Dublin and Tullamore but
there was interminable trouble with the tenants, and litigation never seemed far off. On the whole one gets the
impression that they were for the most part a hopeless,
helpless lot,-with the exception of course, of Thomas.
In any case towards the end of the year 1842, Thomas
realised that his only hope was to transplant the whole
family from their home in Kilbeggan to Carlow, where
he could manage and support them himself. This he did,
and as Deane Cottage, on the Brown's Hill Road, where
he had been living was unsuitable, he went to considerable
trouble to procure a house in Church Street from a Miss
Bolger. There they all lived together in the direst need
and poverty often short of food and drink and so badly
in want of clothes that few of them could appear in public, even to go to Church. Thus this lad of twenty-three
took over full responsibility not only for his Father's affairs but for his father's family. He supported them,
planned for them, advised· them, was father and brother
to them and even found time to spend some hours every
week trying to educate his younger sisters.
TANNER AND TEA AGENT

11
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In a Directory issued for the year 1842, we find a
Thomas Edwards listed as a Tanner at No. 9, Dublin St.,
Carlow, but if so there is no mention of such an occupation in his Journal. On the other hand in February 1843,
Thomas was appointed Agent for the China Tea Co. in
Carlow, at a salary which he reckoned would yield him
£15-0-0 per year. Judging by the entries in the Journal
his sales averaged about £5-0-0 weekly though in a good
week they occasionally reached £8-0-0. Later that year
Mr. Fishbourne allowed him to board at home with a
salary of £40-0-0 so that, as he says, "I have now through
the mercy of my God £60-0-0 a year. May the Lord
make me truly thankful for the many instances he has
shown me of His past mercies and may He continue to
bless me in all my undertakings.".
In September 1843, Thomas Edwards was appointed
Emigration Officer in Carlow, the arrangement being that
he was allowed a commission for filling and forwarding
to Cork the applications of "passengers" from Carlow for
Australia and elsewhere. But no matter how he prospered
his father's debts and household expenses kept them all
in the greatest need. He writes "I hope this emigration
may help me. The aspect my family presents is trying in
the extreme-poverty stricken-depending upon me for
food, counsel, instruction, clothing, example, etc." and
again "Our circumstances cannot be worse than they are
at present. I have this evening cried to the Lord for help
with all my might. 0 may He hear our cry and help us".
DAILY ROUTINE
Thomas Edwards tells us that his daily routine was
more or less as follows-"! rise at 5 o'clock and come
downstairs at about 20 to 6. I then see about the caravan
which I start at 6 a.m. Immediately after starting which I
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let in the tradesmen to their work and see all the horses
fed. During the time the horses are eating their oats I retire to my room and read a portion of the Lord's Holy
Word and spend a short portion of my time in thanksgiving and in prayer. It is now near 7 o'clock. I once more
go around the yard and see that all is right and that
every man is in his place discharging his duties. From 7
until 8 a.m. I have no set employment; I spend it in various ways; sometimes reading the morning papers and
other times I spend it with Lucy and at other times settling accounts or answering letters I may have received
by 7 o'clock post".
"At a little before 8 o'clock I once more go my rounds
and inspect the yard. I then go to breakfast and read a
portion of scripture and ask God for the things we need
both for our Soul and bodies, mingling our prayers with
thanksgivings. On my return I examine the horses which
go out at 9.10 with the coach to Dublin. At 9.30 the
tradesmen go to their breakfasts after starting the coach.
At 9.30 I go home for half an hour. At 10 o'clock I am
variously employed having the cares, accounts and duties
of six firms and the books of three or four Estate
Agencies, besides my Tea Agency and all the receipts of
the office and its dispersments both as regards coaches,
cars and caravans, besides many other little things too
numerous to mention.
"At 3.15 o'clock the down coach arrives from Dublin
and remains for about ten or twelve minutes. After starting the coach I (aen start the Ross car at 3.30 o'clock.
When the Ross car is started I send round the parcels for
delivery; which delivery occupies about half an hour. Before I go to dinner, first seeing that all is right as respects the yard; at 5 o'clock I return and feed all the
horses after which the helpers go away until Caravan
time. At 6 o'clock I return to my closet and having shut
the door thank my God for conducting me so far and pray
on behalf of my family and also on behalf of my Lucy.
At 7 o'clock I discharge the tradesmen. At 7.30 o'clock
I go home for the purpose of holding family prayer and
afterwards my tea. I return to Office at 8.15 and I receive Caravan at 8.30; see that the horses are done up;
feed them at 9 o'clock and end thus my day as far as
my earthly master is concerned. After this I go home, or
go to walk. After which I return to my Office where I
sleep and after once more returning my God the thanks
and asking Him for all I want I retire to rest. These are
the duties that I appear and endeavour to perform but
alas, with shame be it said, they are most defectively
and negligently performed by me. I often read God's
Word but like a story, I forget what I read and again
when engaged in prayer I forget what I am about and my
thoughts wander to the ends of the earth. May the Lord
forgive me and enable me faithfully and effectively to discharge all my duties".
LEADING LADY
Lucy Marchant makes her appearance as leading lady
in the life of Thomas Edwards in the first few pages of
his Journal. She was niece of Mrs. Turner, who lived in
No. 7 Tullow Street, (now Dan McDonnell's). There Mr.
and Mrs. Turner carried on a business in Ironmongery,
Trimmings and Fancies, (an unusual mixture). Lucy's
parents seem to have lived in Dublin and it is not clear
why she was residing with her Aunt, but she both served
in the shop and helped in the house. Except for brief

v1s1ts to Dublin Lucy was with the Turners from 1840 to
1847.
The Turners being business people looked down on
Thomas Edwards whether as a mere assistant with Mr.
Morris or as a Coach Agent for Mr. Fishbourne; they,
therefore, strongly disapproved of any friendship between
Thomas and Lucy. But this was only one of the difficulties with which Thomas had to contend. Lucy, after the
custom of her sex, liked to dangle her Thomas on the
end of a string, often keeping him in suspense and agony
by cold-shouldering him for weeks on end. On the other
hand she may have had some reason on her side for their
courtship continued for at least six years before there
was any talk of marriage. As far as Thomas was concerned this was entirely due to reasons beyond his control for
he was determined, despite his passion for Lucy, that it
was his duty and responsibility to support his father's
family and he would only contemplate his own happiness
when his brothers and sisters were able to provide for
themselves. His position was all the more difficult because the poverty in which they lived was a secret, known
to few and carefully hidden from Lucy, at least, until it
was almost a thing of the past-an attitude which was all
the more understandable in view of the disdainful disapproval of the Turners.
In May 1841, Thomas used to meet Lucy by means of
what he called a "Morning Club"; an entry reads "commenced early rising and formed a morning walking club
composed of the following members: viz. Thomas H.
Edwards (himself),John Edwards (his brother), Christopher Spinks (a friend), John Watters, John Turner
(Lucy's cousin?) and William Marchant (Lucy's brother)
in addition to which we had the following female members: Miss L. Marchant (Lucy), Miss Turner, (Lucy's
cousin) and once or twice Miss Brindon". Thereafter the
number of times the Journal refers to Lucy as "Miss L.
Marchant" are few and far between !
Thomas and Lucy somehow contrived to meet for "half
hour walks" and in these they appear to have frequented
the Barrow Track. On several occasions we read of outings to Clogrennan, some of which were happier than
others.
Many of their meetings, too, were at Turners-despite
Lucy's Aunt and Uncle; apparently they had frequent
conversations in the shop, presumably, across the counter,
during Lucy's working hours. One of these in particular
is worthy of mention. Thomas records it as follows, with
understandable brevity-"Lucy and I were I believe
caught in rather an awkward predicament at Turners
this morning; it was looking over a book, I at the same
time having my arm round her neck; the person who
caught us was her uncle. We deeply blushed".
Even early in 1843, Thomas had quite made up his
mind-(1) that he wanted to marry Lucy and (2) that
he would not get married until his father's family had
been provided for. In July he wrote as follows-"! do
think that prudence requires that I should not continue
my attentions to her unless a change should take place in
my prospects and circumstances, warranting my doing so.
What will she think of me? How can I give her up? Yes,
Lucy, it is best for both we part; you are, and have been
and I feel will ever be loved, alas, I fear too well. You are
the object that prompted me to every exertion and it is
the hope of yet calling thee mine that renders present toil
supportable-still will I toil and still hope that you may
yet be mine. May you be happy whatever be my fate and

whether I or another be producing cause of your happiness. My parents and sisters have the first claim - and
with the Divine blessing that claim will be faithfully
answered by me".
LUCY'S CHARMS
In the main Thomas writes more about Lucy's character and what might be described as "the state of her
Soul" (like him she taught in the St. Mary's Sunday
School), but he did not overlook her other charms. For
instance we read-"As for my Lucy, I never saw her look
as well; she was surpassing beautiful. She wore a collar
or something of the kind made of black velvet that became her much. This with the joy she no doubt felt at
having Joe (her cousin) restored once more may in part
account for her charming appearance. I confess I forgot
to ask for her cold; she looked so well that I quite forgot
that she had not been very well. 0, may she be kept from
every danger. My heart strings I feel are twisted around
the maid and 'ere I resign her I feel that those heart
strings must break".
And so the years passed. There is a break in the Journal from August 1844 to January 1847; (there is no mention at all of the Famine) but the passage of 2t years
seems to make little change in the affairs of Thomas and
Lucy; he still longs for her just as much as before and
yet seems no nearer to making her his Lucy! But now
there is talk of the coming of the Great Southern and
Western Railway to Carlow and naturally there are
grave forebodings and misgivings about the future of
everyone, master and man, who is interested in coaches
and coaching. And with good reason.
In the two and a half years, however, Thomas has prospered in a remarkable degree. He writes "I am surrounded with cares; my business worth, on an average about £4
per month, average tea sales £20 per week, with salary
and all I am worth almost £300 per year and spend
about one half that amount. John is at present in Kildare acting as Station Master; it is killing work; hours of
attendance from 8 o'clock a.m. to 3 a.m. I propose, God
willing, to go to see him tomorrow. My father is very
weak and feeble, old age making visible approaches. All
the rest well and much as usual. We have no servant;
much uphill work still; I cannot, as yet, see any present
prospect of calling Lucy mine. I turn in business about
£40 per week. I am beginning to feel the hard work a
little in my constitution. I am balled (sic) and much feebler
and lighter than I was a few years back. The riches of
this world are not worth the price that has to be paid for
them".
IMPROVED FORTUNES
No doubt Thomas Edwards improved fortunes had an
influence on the hostile attitude of the Turners and an
unofficial engagement seems to have been more or less
accepted on both sides-until suddenly a rival appeared
for the hand of Lucy. As Thomas tells us in March 184 7,
-"I never dreamt for an instant how very near losing
her I was, until a letter from her father made me fully
conscious of the very great danger I had incurred. He
wrote me informing me that a person in town had proposed for Lucy and reminded me how very long our courtship had continued without coming to any issue and his
fears that this state of things might continue. I wrote to
him explaining how exactly I was circumstanced. I kept
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Thos. Edwards and Lucy Marchant often walked to Clogrennan along the Barrow track.

nothing back for I told him my whole heart and on Saturday I had the extreme pleasure of receiving my Lucy
back again. 0 Lord, My God, Thou has granted one
after another all my petitions; Thou hast made my way
most prosperous, giving me abundant favour in the eyes
of my fellow men and in the eyes of my good master.
Thou hast also given me favour in the eyes of those I supposed most unfavourable to me. 0 Lord, My God, give
me I pray Thee such succes.s, as that very soon I may be
able to call Lucy, My Lucy."
In May of that year George Edwards died in his old
age and Thomas reproaches himself that oftimes he had
caused his father sorrow and was more disrespectful to
him than he should have been. On Friday the 14th he
followed the remains to their last resting place and a week
later went to Dublin to arrange about his father's affairs
-"May it please Thee O Lord to make my way prosperous. 0 Lord give me the wisdom of the serpent and the
harmlessness of the dove; give me for Christ's sake favour
in the eyes of him with whom I have to do so that he may
pity us and do what ought to be done on our behalf. Grant
this Gracious and Heavenly Father for Jesus Christ's alone
sake, Amen."
HAPPY AS A KING
His mourning did not last for long for on the 24th he
writes that-"he is as happy as a King" and that Lucy
and he love each other better and deeper than ever and
indeed she is ever more lovable and he asks that it may
please the Lord to cause-"all our plans so to prosper and
that she may indeed be mine within the time appointed,
if not within a shorter period".
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In December 184 7, Thomas is thinking deeply about
his coming responsibilities as husband.and head of his own
household and writes in his Journal-"As the time of my
marriage approaches my thoughts respecting it have become proportionately serious and deep. First as regards
the company of my wife, there are neighbours of mine
that I will on no account hear of her being with, and in
case my wish is not complied with in this respect, it will
have the effect of rendering the remainder of my life
wretched. The peiiod is not so long since Mrs.-- was a
town talk with the same individual although I am satisfied without a shadow of a cause-more than the imprudence of being so often there. A person with loose
dangerous principles is not a fit companion for a young
wife,-one not deeply read in villainy. I, for one, will on
no account suffer it. (2). As regards relatives, as I owe
Lucy's friends nothing in any shape or form, so they can
have or shall have no claim whatever upon me. All the
claims shall be the other way and it is my intention, God
being my helper and through His Grace to continue a
watchful eye over my own family and provide for their
wants by enabling them to help themselves."
On the 18th March, 1848, Thomas sits down and writes
a letter to his employer, Mr. Joseph Fishbourne, which
shows the state of his affairs and future plans and is a
wonderful tribute to the peculiarly satisfactory relationship during eight long years between him and his employer.
This is the last entry in the Journal of one who was
not only a most faithful lover but an exceptionally dutiful son and a singularly diligent servant. We can only
hope that Thomas, having made Lucy his Lucy, lived happily ever after'

Footnotes on Th-omas Edwards by one of his grandsons
Thomas Edward's marriage to Lucy Mar·
chant in 1848, there seems to be no more records
concerning his activities during the remainder of his
life. Perhaps he was too occupied with his many
"side-lines", and with domestic affairs etc., he must
have had very little time left to himself. Furthermore he became Editor of the "Carlow Weekly
News", a local paper owned by Joseph Fishbourne.
He wrote the news items for the paper, assisted by
a journeyman printer named George Langran, who
later carried on the printing of the "Carlow Sentinel" which ceased publication about the year 1919.
He lived at No. 1, Athy Rd., (next Clubhouse, now
St. Brigid's Hospital). Thomas Edwards may have
considered writing the local news quite enough so
did not worry about continuing with his diary.
As stated earlier in the Journal, Thomas Edwards had seven children to provide for and it
must have been a big responsibility to a man wh0
worried so much as he did. It seemed strange, considering his great religious faith. Physically he was
not a strong man and did not enjoy good health at
the end of his life.
He died in his forty-second year and was buried
at Killeshin. My mother (Kate) was about two
years old when he passed away. When she was six
years old she went to a school at Wanstead, N.E.
London and was followed later by her brother Jack.
She stayed at school in London until she was 18.
After travelling through France and Germany as a
governess, she returned to Carlow. For some reason
she was not very happy at home; I think it was
because her mother (Lucy) was a stranger to her
after being away from home so long, so she packed
up and went teaching at Kilkenny.
After Thomas Edwards death the family (Lucy
and in-laws) carried on business at No. 8, Dublin
St. The first member of the family to leave was
Marion who went to America, followed later by her
mother (Lucy) who left for America about the
AFTER
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year 1892. Emma left Carlow and got married in
Dublin (her married name was Mackin). Jack went
to work in Kingstown for a Mr. Browett. I believe
another brother went to America also.
With the exception of my mother and Charles,
what happened to the rest of the family I do not
know. My mother married Edward Hodges. Then
manager of Leverett and Fry, 56 Dublin St. My
uncle (Charles) worked for· aw-attorney and was a
member of the Christy Minstrels. Both were buried
at Killeshin. Mrs. Morton, youngest sister of
Thomas Edwards, lived in Burrin St., an older sister, Eliza also lived with her. Mrs. Morton had 3
children, George, Zac and Bessie. The two sons
went to South Africa and Bessie married a Mr.
Joseph Deighton. They lived in Kingstown.
Thomas Edward's nephew later Dr. C. G. Mar·
chant, organist of St. Patrick's, Dublin, died about
the year 1922. Another nephew, Thomas Marchant,
was choir master of St. Patrick's, Dublin. As far as
I can trace, Thomas Edward's great grandfather
was a John Brisco. His grandfather was William
Edwards and his father was George Edwards as already mentioned. John Brisco was a Distiller. This
was about the year 1750. My eldest brother has two
portraits of John Brisco and his wife. These pictures
are done in crayon and were on exhibition in the
year 1750. Whoever did these pictures must have
been a wonderful artist. I have yet to see a crayon
picture to equal them. Well, nothing now remains
but to give you a description of Thomas Edwards.
He was a very short man; dark hair; , very bald;
fairly large side-whisters and deep set eyes .. I omitted to mention earlier that Mrs. Morton went to her
sons in South Africa, somewhere about the year
1912.
C. G. Hodges,
48, Queen Victoria Rd .•
Claremont,
South Africa.

OLD PHOTOGRAPHS
The Editors would be interested to hear from anyone who has old photographs
of Carlow and District, no matter how faded or uninteresting these may appear to
be. Such photographs sometimes print surprisingly well and may be invaluable
when used as illustrations for some article we are considering for the Journal.

A WORD OF THANKS
The Editors and the Committee of the Old Carlow Society wish to thank all who
have contributed in any way to this issue of Carloviana. They are particularly indebted
to the support of our advertisers, without which it would not be possible to continue
the publication of our Journal.
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News Round-up
1966
I

SELDOM walk in the grounds of St. Dympna's-its
gates open to all nowadays-without thinking of
Caesar's will :
" . . . he has left you all his walks,
His private arbours, and new planted orchards
On this side Tiber: he hath left them you,
And to your heirs forever,-common pleasures,
To walk about, and recreate yourselves."
If 1966 had brought no other amenity to the town, the
privilege of recreating oneself in this lovely place would,
to my mind, make amends for the lack of many other
things for which our civic voice is continually raised.
However, a glance at the map of the proposed new
urban boundary which, if ratified, will extend the township of Carlow to four times its present size is a salutary
reminder that beauty must of necessity take a secondary
place in the thoughts of those who are planning the
Carlow of twenty years ahead. Not that the plan entirely
ignores civic beauty. It is laid down in the proposals that
our riverside walks should be preserved and extended, the
view of the Castle improved by an opening-up of the
approaches, the Burrin-side developed, and the former
inglorious dump on the west of the Barrow metamorphased into a major riverside open space.
Part of the picture of over-all development has already
begun to emerge. The major artery from the cemetery to
Burrin Place is taking shape at both ends leaving yet untouched the middle section where compulsory purchase has
still to be negotiated. The published plan introduced me
to a hitherto unknown but descriptive phrase, " blighted
areas." One sometimes feels that Carlow has more than
its fair share of these, but if in a few years' time a new
Library, Council Offices, Fire Station and other facilities
arise in place of these abominable grey ruins, we can, I
suppose, continue to avert our eyes for the duration.
Still on the subject of this bypass road, a visit to its
southern end a few weeks ago filled me with pleasant
anticipation-I refer to the housing estate at Hanover.
This has been the victim during the year, of stop-go
tactics due to universal money shortage, so it was not
surprising to find still no trace of houses; but I admired
the graceful sweep of its roads, the terraced effect towards
the Burrin, and its broad open aspect, with trees retained
wherever possible. It would seem to be a very happy area
of development, if the houses succeed in matching the
setting.
TECHNICAL COLLEGE
Another sad result of the credit squeeze is the Department's decision to withold for a period its permit for the
building of Carlow Regional College though planning is at
an advanced stage after months of hard work by the
C.E.O. and Vocational Committee. Since this college, and
its end product the highly qualified engineer and
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technician are of vital importance to the development of
the whole area, it is small wonder that the decision awoke
indignation in the hearts of Carlow industrialists, and
frustration in the Chamber of Commerce and Council
of Trade Unions. The whole impetus of these bodies and
of the newly formed Development Association is towards
the extension of existing industries and the establishment
of new ones. The college will be eventually a shot in the
arm for mch plans. Its resultant effects would do much
to provide manpower as well as supplying employment
in a town whose largest industry gives mainly seasonal
employment, where dole queues are long, and emigration
almost a tradition.
But on to the brighter side! It is our proud boast that
no town in Ireland has a greater number of scientists to
the square fo04'· than has Carlow. A thought occurs to
me that if we held an annual opening of the academic
year we could provide a brave muster, in which incidentally the Humanities would be as well represented
as Science. But our alumni are pulling their weight in
a more positive fashion. After the formation last year
of a Scientific Council they were the sponsors of several
important lectures, and of a scientific, exhibition, the first
of its kind in the town. Now they have set their sights
on the important job of career guidance, and will invite
representatives if every profession and occupation to talk
to pupils on possible outlets for their talents. Carlow
parents should be glad of such expert guidance from
interested and unselfish people.
TOURISM ORGANISATION
Returning from holidays in July I found it difficult
to account for the genuine accent of Paris which I
frequently overheard from young tennis players on their
way home from the club. At last, I thought, our language
laboratories and foreign holidays are bearing good ripe
fruit! That may be, for all I know, but these I discovered
later were the voices of the French boys and girls who
came to improve their English with Irish hosts in the
town. The visit was arranged by SERTO and was a happy
and successful beginning to what may become an annual
event. On their Fete Nationale the young people were
special guests at a teenage dance, and it is gratifying to
know that in the French organisers' opinion Carlow was
the best centre in the country. Town revenue benefited
to the extent of £2,500.
A caravan at the foot of Burrin St. is the local H.Q.
of SERTO, and it is good to know that since its arrival
business has been brisk, and many enquiries about ancient
and historical buildings, scenic drives and tours of
industries have been dealt with. Tourists, however,
complain of the lack of evening entertainment and the·
absence of camping and caravan parks. If we are to
succeed in attracting visitors these things must come-
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Farmers march through Carlow in the autumn of 1965.
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tourism is not a trade that stops at the hotelier's door.
It is enlightening to read, with benefit of hindsight the
reactions to the Easter Rising as reported to Nationalist
readers in 1916. In April almost all public bodies united
in condemning it as a wild and hopeless gesture attended
by useless loss of life and property. But two weeks after
the Rising, public opinion outraged by the executions
and savage sentences had turned sympathetic, and highly
critical, of the political and military regime.
During this fiftieth anniversary there was no divergence
of opinion, and the occasion was celebrated in Carlow
by a magnificent parade representative of the town's many
organisations. At the Crappies' Grave the Proclamation
was read by Mary O'Hanlon and the gathering was
addressed by Mrs. O'Hanrahan-O'Reilly, sister of the
executed patriot. At the Town Hall a framed copy of
the Proclamation was unveiled by Mr. Sean Prendergast.
During the anniversary period one of the most outstanding tributes was the Little Theatre's staging of The
Plough and The Stars. In this sincere and beautifully
acted production we had a perfect evocation of that
Easter week of fifty years ago.
Our own society, Old Carlow, celebrated with a film
by Donal Godfrey and Tony Corr, a progress report on
Our Town, followed by a talk on the life of Michael
()'Hanrahan, given by Miss Tracey.
WONDERFUL PAGEANT
Muintir na Tire staged a wonderful pageant of Irish
History devised and produced by their young people and
as such, a highly creditable performance. The Gramophone
Society gave us a concert of Irish music by the Craobh
Ceitinnigh orchestra in· St. Dympna's. Particularly interesting was the exhibition of craft work put on by the
LC.A. in the Board Room of the Town Hall.
In all it can safely be said that Carlow, its people and
its organisations gave of their best to mark a historic and
memorable occasion.
The preservation of two of our oldest buildings has
been taken in hand during the year. The Cathedral in
a massive operation costing in the neighbourhood of
£50,000 is undergoing interior and exterior renovations,
and should now face the onslaughts of the centuries with
confidence.
On the parapets of Carlow Castle in the autumn one
sometimes perceived what looked like Norman bowmen
back at their old task of defence. It was, however, the
men of the Board of Works ensuring that the 750 year
old sentinel at our river approach is in good shape.
In the streets, every year brings changes. The old
established grocery firm of Tuomey has given way to
Messrs. Mahon's electrical supplies. The modern arcaded
front of Messrs. Darcy's premises enhances that section
of Tullow St., and Crotty's, one-time Boake's bakery, is
at present undergoing extensive modernisation. On the
opposite side where once stood Molloy's boot shop there
is now a vast gaping void, destined to become our first
5 and 10 cent. store. At Messrs. Haddens, development
has taken place at the back of their premises where a
new furniture showroom and a coffee lounge look out
over Kennedy Avenue, our boulevard of the future.
The structural alterations at the north-west corner of
Market Cross have constituted a hazard to life and limb
for so long that we are now inclined to think it's something we've got to live with. Let us hope that the edifice
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which is about to nse there will justify what we have
suffered.
SOCIAL WORK
This year has seen great act1v1ty in the sphere of
social work, especially in the realms of youth and age.
At Ozanam House the youth centre, all sorts of sporting
and recreational activities are provided, and a group of
leaders and helpers cheerfully give of their time and
energy to run it. In August the promoters organised a
spectacular football match between T.V. and Radio Stars,
and heroes from the great Carlow teams of '44 and '54.
They played to enormous crowds and went on later to a
charity dance in St. Dympna's to the delight of hundreds
of their fans. The two functions brought to Ozanam
House sorely-needed and well-deserved financial aid.
Muintir na Tire whose Youth Section have been paying
visits to hos;Jital patients for some time past pursued
its good work by donating a library of 500 books to the
Sacred Heart Home. A very welcome facility for sick
and lonely people.
Nor have the Old Folks of the town been neglected.
An active group drawn from many societies and under
the presidency of Mr. W. Fenlon entertains them every
week at Kelvin Grove, and lately at a new centre in the
Y.M.C.A. In this way, and with visits to those unable
to leave their homes, the awful problem of loneliness
and unhappiness in the elderly is being tackled.
In January Pax Romana convened a most important
meeting on Church Unity in the Crofton Hotel. Four
lay members of different churches were the chief speakers.
Great as was their impact it was in the speeches from
the floor that are glimpsed the general and heartfelt
desire for an end to dissension. It was a memorable
night.
The Chairman at this ecumenical gathering was Mgr.
Lennon, President of Carlow College, and in July
Carlow's streets were hung with flags and bunting in
h"r.our of his consecration as Titular Bishop of Vina,
and Auxiliary to His Lordship Most Rev. Dr. Keogh.
Our very good wishes go with him to his new parish of
Mountmellick. Ad multos annos!
ONLY HOSPITAL
The lack of a swimming pool, of which there is still
no news to report pales into insignificance beside the
disturbing announcement that St. Brigid's, the only
hospital in the county with operating facilities is to
close. This crisis exposes dramatically a grievous deficiency in our health services, a scandal which to our
discredit has now achieve national newspaper status. It
gives a cynical slant to the words of the Minister for
Health at a meeting of Co. Councillors, " I think that
Carlow is a suitable place for an adequately equipped
district hospital." A grim understatement.
The other side of the coin shows us Carlow in happier
mood. In May the traditional walk to Killeshin was held,
the procession this year being supported by a pipe band.
In November there was a gala opening of the rehabilitated
premises of the Workman's Club, now a handsome
addition to the scene in Brown St. In the same month
the Arts' Council sponsored an exhibition of winning
pictures in an Italian competition. Among the artists
represented were John Behan, at one time employed in
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the Sugar Factory, and Charles Cullen who taught for
two years in the Vocational School.
An artistic triumph c.ame to two youpg Carlow men
in July when Donal Godfrey and Seamus O'Rourke won
an award of merit in the movie magazine's annual competition with their 8 m.m. film "The Hazel Wood." It
was made in Oak Park on the theme of the Yeats' poem,
and as it was their first movie effort it was an outstanding achievement for them and for Miss Charlotte
Bielenberg who also took. part in it.
Our biggest influx was surely the Farmers' March last
autumn when men from the four corners of Ireland
( well, at least the three comers), marched through our
streets in a 14 ,000 strong protest against rising costs and
falling incomes. The fact that it seems to have been
singularly ineffective does not diminish the sense of
power which their numbers conveyed.
SIMPLE LUNCHES
Now that Lenten fasting is almost a thing of the past
the initiative of willing workers in the Deighton Hall was
a timely reminder of the things we can do without if
we must. They provided during Lent simple lunches of
soup and cheese for those who subscribed the cost of their
normal lunch to the relief of famine in India. This was
a most practical way of stretching a helping hand to the
needy.
In the same category was the decision of the County
Council to double all allowances of home assistance
during the Christmas season. The little more and how
much it is!
" Carloviana " warmly congratulates Hugh O'Donnell,
father of the Bar in Carlow, on reaching his fiftieth year
as a practising solicitor. The tributes paid to him at the
Circuit Court can be endorsed by all of us who know of
his unstinted work in the public service.
Congratulations and good wishes, too, to Brian O'Keeffe
who this year retired after 30 years as Social Welfare
Officer. A former Chairman of the U.D.C., he has been
associated over the years with every cultural activity in
the town. May he enjoy many happy years in the same
pursuits.
It is always a sad task to record the passing of
townspeople, especially of those whose impact on the
community was so great that when they go they leave
a gap that no closing of the ranks can efface. Such a
one was Terry O'Morain, large-hearted, enthusiastic, individualist, whose name will be forever associated with
the Little Theatre. But there are few councils, societies
or committees that are not indebted to him, and all are
the poorer for his loss.
In December an era in education came to an end
with the death of Mr. Abbott, Headmaster of Carlow

National School. He was mourned not alone by pupils
and ex-pupils but by a host of people who recognised
in him a man of principle and integrity.
Most recently comes the news of the death of Paddy
Coyne, who at 81 years, was the doyen of football,
hurling and handball in Leinster. His help in fostering
native games was invaluable to his county.
We have lost, too, Michael V. Hanley, genial sportsman and angler; Frank Cox, another famed expert with
rod and line, and Martin Kelly, Co. Registrar here for
15 years. And a quiet gentle lady, Miss Maud Colgan,
has slipped away, too,-leaving. mourners out of all
proportion to her own self~effacing personality.
Thus is the history of a town made, because these names
and myriads of others are knit into the fabric of the
Carlow story.
My records come to an end with the flowering of the
reborn Arts' Council. Armed with a new constitution the
Council's first job was the co-ordination of celebrations
for the Easter Golden Jubilee. With an energetic
executive committee its activity has increased and there
are attractive possibilities about its proposal to hold a
Friendly Weekend here later this month. Though not
yet fully planned it is believed that it will comprise the
sponsoring of essay and other competitions, friendly
entertainment and short conducted tours to places of
historical interest in the town. This sounds like a good
start. We must stimulate our own pride in our town, and
be prepared to convey that pride by our words and
actions. In the ideal community there can be no toleration
for the vandal, the litterbug, or the man who just doesn't
care. That's what a town really is, people living together,
working together, and making it a better place to
belong to.

these notes were concluded we received at our
SINCE
Annual Old Carlow Dinner the saddening news of
the death of Bernard O'Neill, late Co. Carlow C.E.0.,
and an Hon. Life Vice-President of our Society. One of
its earliest members, it is largely due to his genius, enthusiasm and help that the Society has spread
its roots deep in the heart of local tradition and culture.
His aim was to inculcate in all a respect for, and
pride in our heritage, and a greater zeal in research of
material. His own papers, and those of Mrs. O'Neill,
read at Society meetings were imbued with his ideals, and
the tributes paid to him by prominent speakers at the
dinner show how well we in Carlow appreciated the revitalising interest of this Corkman who came to live in
our midst.
"We shall remember him"
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Clonmore and
the McCall's
NEAR the Carlow /Wicklow border, but in county Carlow, lies the tiny village of Clonmore. Founded by
Saint Maedhoc in the sixth century. Saint Finian of
Aghowlc, spent some time there before he founded the
rnonastery at Clonard. "Clonmore in Leinster" (says Co:
gan) "was formerly a celebrated monastery in which
many saints are buried and venerated". Colgan lists Clonmore as the burial place of the following saints: Saim
Maedhoc; Saint Fi'nan Lobhar; Saint Stephen, or Steffan;
Saint Fernoc; Saint Lassa; Saint Dinertach, and Saint
Cumin. Saint Stephen of Clonmore was a brother of
Saint Laserian, and Saint Goohan of Leighlin. Saint Cloen
lived at Clonmore for some considerable time, and during
his term there he composed that lovely hymn to St.
Brigid. This hymn is one of the most valuable records of
the life of St. Brigid that has been handed down to us

Patrick Purcell
froiri the early church and is preserved in a very ancient
M.S. in Trinity College, Dublin.
Close to the village of Clonmore are the ruins of an old
castle, whose history is long and chequered, and with
which I am not competent enough to deal even slightly.
Perhaps further on in this account I will deal more
directly with the ruins referred to, so for the moment let
us pass on to the main subject of this paper.
In the parish of Clonmore, in the townland of Killalongford, John McCall was born on August 16th, in the
year 1822, in a family which could be traced back to
1606 in that townland. From early boyhood John showed
a· 1ove of folklore and of the stories that abounded in the
district, mostly about the castle and the rath of Clonmore.
We are not certain about his education, but are of opinion that his early lessons were taught in his own home, as

Clonmore Castle as it is today
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Mr. and Mrs. McCall outside the McCall homestead.

up to 1832 there were no National Schools as we know
them today. It was not until after O'Connell's Emancipation Bill that the system of National Education was introduced; previous to this it was mostly the "Hedge
School" method of teaching, particularly for the poorer
classes, and few of the native Irish could be considered
rich in those days.
BUSINESS FLOURISHED
At the age of seventeen, John McCall took up a position in Dublin in the employment of his cousin Murty
Byrne, who owned a business premises in Wexford Street
and Lower Camden Street. For some years John worked
for many reputed firms in the city, and finally opened a
business of his own at 25 Patrick Street, about the year
1856. In the years that followed the business flourished,
mostly by reason that all the carters from the Wexford/
Wicklow and Carlow borders found a ready welcome at
McCall's. The railway had not reached the places referred to, so that all the grain and in fact all the agricultural produce was transported by horses to Dublin.
It is on record that John McCall's sympathies were
always with the Fenian movement and with the ill-fated
Emmet rising, and any of the veterans of those risings
that survived, were sure to find any assistance they needed
at the home of John McCall. As far as can be ascertained,
here too came all the wandering musicians and ballad
singers of that period. In the year 1875 he became editor
of "Old Moore's Almanack" and remained as such until
his death in 1902. He also edited another publication
Known as "Nugent's Moore's Almanack".
In 1881 John McCall published a very good article on
James Clarence Mangan in the "Irish Amateur Maga-

The house was originally thatched.

zine". He also wrote a very good history of Frances
Brown, the blind poetess of Stranorlar, County Donegal.
This piece is so very interesting in itself, in so far that he
marvels how the poetess has such beauty of description
for a person who never saw the colours of nature (she
had been rendered blind from early childhood through an
attack of smallpox).
McCall gives a history of that unfortunate genius,
James Clarence Mangan, and in reading it we have sympathy for Mangan. At the end he gives Mangan's own
translation of "Roisin Dubh". While his "Address to Clonmore" 1s unrivalled for its compact history in every line.
INTERESTING ARTICLE
John McCall left a number of books and periodicals,
together with MSS notes, etc, to the National Library.
In the "Dublin Historical Record" 1942-3, which is the
Journal of the Old Dublin Society, we find a very interesting article on John McCall by B. P. Bowen, B.L. The article is entitled "A Scribe of the Liberties, John McCall"
For many years McCall was secretary to the Sick and
Indigent Roomkeepers Society, and an active member of
the Poor Law Guardians.
I cannot pass from the subject without giving John
McCall's lines in the opening of his account of "The Life
of James Clarence Mangan", which runs thus:
"To our shame it has often been mid of us mercurial
Irishmen, that we are a fickle and ungrateful people,
more especially to our own, and when we should show
our appreciation of true genius, as in the case of the poet
whose name heads this biographical notice. We refuse
through life to accord him a helping hand, and what
is worse, after his demise, we allow his cherished
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memory to gradually fade away without one genuine
effort being made to raise it from the cold lethargy into
which it has fallen; whilst lives of persons of mediocre
character, with editions of their tame works, have been
from time to time, issued from the press for our enlightenment and edification. Let us ask ourselves, what
has been done towards the collecting and preservation
of the poetical writings of this great national lyricist,
second only in rank to our own immortal Moore?"
To my mind, those words suit the occasion in McCall's
case just as admirably as in the case of Mangan, if for this
reason alone-that we never at any time made a genuine
effort to "Raise his cherished memory from the cold
lethargy into which it had fallen". We certainly heard of
many men and their tame works, but what have we heard
of John McCall? That great patriot and writer James
Fintan Lalor said in his writings that "Somewhere, sometime, and by someone a beginning must be made". So why
not make it now, and give John McCall his rightful
place in the historical records of Carlow, so that future
generations will be able to refer to ,his name with pride.
MARRIAGE
John McCall married a Miss Newport, a member of an
old South Wexford family and of the marriage there was
only one surviving child, ..a boy, born on March 6th,
1862. What better atmosphere could any child be born
into than the atmosphere that surrounded this child?
What better atmosphere to inspire patriotism and love of
country? I have given an account of the love John McCall
showed at all times for the folklore and traditions of his
country, and his love for the men who had fought or who
had helped in the fight for their Country's Freedom.
John was sent to the Catholic University Schools, Leeson Street, when old enough, and as he grew he showed a
very enthusiastic interest in the songs and stories of the
glories and sacrifices in that long struggle for the freedom of our country.
His chief interest from early manhood was to contribute
literary pieces to such papers as "The Nation", "Young
Ireland", "The Shamrock", "The United Irishman",
"The Irish Monthly", and last but not least, "The Shan
Van Vocht". The latter was a magazine published by
Ethna Carbury, and Alice Milligan. Ethna Carbury was
the pen name adopted by Anna Johnson, who was born in
Ballymena, County Antrim, in the year 1866, and who
devoted her life's energies to the Gaelic Revival in the
City of Belfast. She married that great poet, writer and
historian from County Donegal. Seamus McManus, but
her married life was of very short duration, as she died in
April 1902, just one year after her marriage. Alice Milligan was a well-known Ulster Poetess of that period.
FOLKLORE
Every year until her death, John McCall's wife would
spend holidays in her home place in South Wexford and
always on these occasions she was accompanied by her
son, who spent those holidays in listening to the folklore
of the district he visited. In this way he became acquainted with the districts surrounding his mother's home. In
truth it may be said that through his writings, we find
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him thoroughly conversant with both the lives and habits
of such characters as "Freeney the Highwayman" or
"Cahir Ruadh", not to mention "Old Peadhar Carthy"
from Clonmore; "Mick of Carrigbyrne", "The Piper from
Blessington", "Tatter Jack Walsh", "Curly Locks", or let
us select a few of the well known dance tunes, such as
"The High Caul Cap", "Moddhereen Rhu", "The Dance
at Marley", "Pat in good humour". It cannot be denied
that he gave Carlow a good marching song in "Follow
me up to Carlow". The words of a song composed to the
air of the "Marching song of the O'Byrnes". Where is
there an equal to the song "Boolavogue" in which we find
a compact history of '98, in its four verses. This song held
a prominent place in "Ireland's Top Ten" only a few
months back, and we may be certain that any song that
has survived the "Jazz, Rock'n'Roll", and the "Twist and
Jive" era has something in it. I had almost forgotten to
mention "Kelly of Killane", another martial air that will
never die.
P. J. McCall lived for everything that encouraged
Irish Culture. He organised and worked in every way
possible to encourage Feisanna throughout the counties
Wexford, Carlow and Wicklow during the dark days following 1916. He married a Miss Furlong, a sister to Alice
Furlong, the poetess of Tallaght, and who it was said was
a near relative of Thomas Furlong, of Scarawalshe, Co.
Wexford, poet and translator of ancient Irish.
NO MONUMENT
Wexford has no monument to Furlong's memory; Laois
has no monument to the memory of James Fintan Lalor,
or John Keegan; Carlow has no monument to the memory of John McCall or his son P. J. who gave so much
to encourage the national spirit. After, a lifetime devoted
to the revival of Irish song, dancing and music, he retired
from business to a house in Sutton, overlooking Dublin
Bay. His term of retirement did not last long as he died
on March 5th, 1918, and was buried in Glasnevin Cemetery.
Some few years back, the '98 Commemoration Committee unveiled a plaque on the house at 25 Patrick St.,
Dublin, and at the same time issued a very compact
volume of his "Ballads and Poems" with a foreword by
our former President, Mr. Sean T. O'Kelly. I will give
one paragraph from the foreword, which says:
"May it be that McCall's patriotic poems and ballads,
shall help to kindle in the hearts of the youth of today
a love of Ireland and its traditions, and a readiness to
serve the cause, so that what remains to be accomplished of the worthy aims and objects for which our
Martyrs of 1916 offered up their lives, may be achieved
through the efforts of Righteous Men".
We do not require to seek further for "Righteous men".
There is a goodly list of Carlow men, men who were prepared to sacrifice everything, aye even life, in the cause of
"Freedom". Men such as the two McCalls. Let us hope
that we have men and women of the same calibre amongst
us today; men and women who are prepared to further
the worthy aims and objects for which our Martyrs gave
their lives.

John Keegan of
Killeaney
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fact is that most of the historians of Laoighis
during the 18th and 19th centuries were of the
Established Church. Amongst those worthy of note we
find Rev. Mervyn Archdall, Rector of Attanagh, who
published the fruits of forty years work titled "Monasticum Hibernicum", in the year 1786. Another interesting
writer of the 18th century was Rev. Edward Ledwich,
Rector of Aghaboe, who wrote "The Antiquities of Ireland", together with an account of the Rock of Dunamaise,
and a very enlightening account of Shaen Castle.
Let us turn the pages and we find that V. Rev. Canon
Carrigan, of Rathdowney, wrote "A History of Ossory"
in four volumes, published in the 19th century. The most
outstanding historian in the history of Laoighis was V.
Rev. John Canon O'Hanlon of Stradbally, who published
a wide range of historical works including "The Lives
of the Irish Saints" (in twelve volumes), "The History
of the Queen's County" (in three volumes); this was
finished by Rev. Fr. Edward O'Leary, Parish Priest of
Portarlington. Our beloved Canon O'Hanlon also collected
the writings of John Keegan, of whom I will endeavour
to present an account of his life and writings.
In the year 1809, in South West Laoighis, in the townland of Killeaney, close to the castle of Gortnaclea (the
place where Brian Boru's army was attacked on its return
from Clontarf, in Easter Week 1014) John Keegan was
born. The house was the usual type of Irish cottage of
the period, with a thatched roof and only one door
leading into a large apartment which served as a living
room or kitchen. Two further apartments served as bedrooms leading off the kitchen.
In this house lived John Keegan's mother and father,
with Mrs. Keegan's brother, Mr. Thomas Moloney, and
Moloney's wife. The plot of ground attached to the place
was not large enough to support the Keegans and Moloneys
so to help matters on a little Mr. Moloney taught a school.
In those years it was the custom for the children's parents
to pay the teacher a small sum of money for his services,
and in many cases it was known that that money was
supplemented by a "kish" of turf or a sack of potatoes,
or both, according to the person's means. It was the custom at that time for the teacher to give lessons in his
own home on cold or wet days, and on fine days to teach
his class under a neighbouring hedgerow, and from this
springs the title of " Hedge School." There is no doubt
that this system prevailed in Ireland up to the time of
the introduction of National Education.
STRANGE

HEDGE SCHOOL
John Keegan was a product of the "Hedge School"
teaching, because the school of Thomas Moloney belonged
to that class, and Keegan received all his instruction from
his uncle. As time passed, the pupils became more numerous and it was decided to hold classes in the vestry of
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the Catholic Church at Shanahoe, about two miles from
the Keegan homestead on the road to Abbeyleix.
Thomas Moloney and his nephew walked to Shanahoe
and back every day from then on, and as Keegan grew
older he was noted for his application to his books, and
proficiency in his elementary scholarship, until eventually
he became assistant teacher to his uncle at a very early
age. Some time later the vestry became too small for the
sixty or sevently pupils who attended the classes, so it
was decided to build a school in close proximity to the
church. (There was a new school built at Shanahoe in
1963, but the old school is still used as a hall. The church
itself is being rebuilt in 1966.
During this time Keegan served Mass in the church
and later became a teacher of Cathechism in the church
where he taught on Sundays and Church Holydays. Within
the church may still be found " The Rules of the Christian
Doctrine," neatly hand printed by him, and, I may add,
very well preserved. Shanahoe school opened in 1830
when Keegan was twenty-one years old. He was of medium
build, having regular features, and a good complexion,
but suffering from an affliction known as a " Hare Lip,"
which rendered his utterances rather indistinct. He was
said to be very sensitive, and it is on record that often
when the children were laughing at something, he was
seen to colour highly as he used to imagine that they
were laughing at his lisping or indistinct speech. He was
of very kindly disposition and was always held in high
esteem by his pupils. He was said to be the direct opposite
to his uncle, who was reputed to have been a very stern
type of man.
About this time Keegan developed a keen interest in
music, and became a proficient violinist, an accomplishment which brought him into great demand at weddings,
parties, house and crossroad dances, and in particular the
fireside gatherings of the country people. He took special
delight in listening to the legends and stories of men and
times gone by, with which his native district abounds. In
return he used to relate legends and tales from his capacious store. Of ballads and stories he acquired a considerable
amount, and he used them in his later writings. He also
became a good trombone player in the newly formed brass
band of Shanahoe at that time.
On Saturday, September 3rd, 1831, the first copy of
"The Leinster Express" was published in Portlaoise, then
known as Maryborough. This little publication pronounced
itself as a conservative paper and amongst other announcements it stated it welcomed literary sketches and extracts
from every new work of merit.
IRELAND'S BOBBY BURNS
The "Leinster Express" was published for almost six
years before Keegan contributed to it. On May 6th, 1837,
he published a poem entitled " To Spring," containin.g
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some beautiful stanzas evincing the writer's true appreciation of the beauties of nature and the awareness of
natural scenery with which his native Killeaney abounds
to this day. I may here add that the poem mentioned was
written in the favourite metre of Robert Burns, but certainly not in the Scot's dialect. I have often heard Keegan
referred to as the Bobby Burns of Ireland and wondered
was it this poem or was it his later statement to the
Dolman Magazine that earned him that title. The next
poem appeared in April 1842, entitled "A Lament for
Captain Rock " which was followed by " Popular Legends
of the Queen's County Peasantry," "Tales of my Childhood," and " Tales of the Rockites."
In the year 1839 he contributed " Legends and Tales
of the Queen's County Peasantry" to the University
Magazine in which he describes himself thus: " I am an
Irish Peasant, born and reared in an Irish cabin, and
educated in an Irish " Hedge School." I have spent my
years (and as yet they are not many) amongst the lower
classes of the insulted and despised Irish peasantry. On
Sundays I have knelt with them at the same altar, and
on week days I have wrought with them in the same fields
and in the same employments. In the summer evenings I
have joined with them in the gaieties of the rustic dance,
on the well-trodden village green, and during the long
tempestDus winter evening_s J· have been with them at the
gaming tables (card schools), or the wakes or formed a

The old school at Shanahoe.
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link with them around the cheerful fire, and there felt
intense delight in listening to the numerous romantic
songs and wild legends with which my native hamlet
abounds."
He also contributed a collection of very high merit to
"The Irish Penny Journal" and about this time took a
step which in all probability marred his career as a writer.
He married a Miss Collins, a very near neighbour. She
was the daughter of a small farmer, and as the parents
on both sides were opposed to the friendship a runaway
marriage was effected. They were both about thirty years
old. Miss Collins was said to be a very beautiful woman
but totally unsuited to her husband's tastes, and as the
parents on both sides were continually interfering in the
life of the newlyweds, there was neither peace nor happiness. Eventually the couple separated. He went back to
his parents, and his wife and daughter went to the Collins'
home. The daughter died at Abbeyleix Railway Station
in 1896.
BEST POEMS
Amongst Keegan's best poems was "The Irish Harvest
Reaper's Hymn to the Virgin"; this appeared in "The
Nation" in September 1844. He contributed to quite a
number of Catholic magazines and periodicals, and in one
of these, in reference to his growing reputation, he wrote:
" Certainly if I were to take my reputation on anti-national
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basis and anti-Catholic grounds I would soon have a purse
full of the "Yellow Dirt," but I will not be a blackguard
for filthy lucre. Whatever talent Heaven has given me
shall be directed, as it should be, and though the labourers
of Catholicism are little requited, I would prefer a guinea
earned honourably to all the gold of Angela Burdett Coutts
if acquired by disreputable or recreant practices."
For the short-lived "Irish National Magazine" Keegan
contributed the poem he is best known by entitled " Pinch
and Caoch O'Leary." In this poem he takes us from his
boyhood to his manhood to the death of the " Blind or
Dark Piper." Then followed " The Holiday Dance," and
"The Song of the Irish Railway Labourer." But to my
mind the greater bulk of Keegan's work was contributed
to " Dolman's Catholic Magazine," a magazine published
in London and very short-lived.
About this time Keegan was employed as a clerk to
one of the relief committees operating in Laoighis during
the dread famine. It is on record that he resigned the
post in May 184 7, even refusing an offer by his employers
to raise his salary to £ 1 per week.
We find a letter to Charles Gavan Duffy, dated July
18th, 1847, written from a lodgings in Lower Bridge
Street, Dublin, in which he beseeches Duffy to give him
some light employment, no matter how menial. To this
letter Duffy replied by calling Keegan to a meeting of
the Confederate Council of the "Young lrelanders" in
order to recommend him as an organiser of the Confederate Clubs of Dublin. This offer was refused by
Keegan as his principles were not in sympathy with the
Young lrelanders. Although Irish in every sense-and
definitely Irish-Keegan was not a Young lrelander;
neither was he a Nationalist. Rather was he an O'Connellite, as at all times he was a true Catholic in his life and
writings. At about this time Keegan had intentions of
writing a series of articles entitled "The Mysteries of
Dublin." However he obtained a job as a town correspondent of a Northern paper of Whig Politics and he also held
a job on a weekly paper in Dublin-both jobs netting him
over £ 1 per week.
Following the suppression of "The Nation," "The
Irishman " was published, and to that paper Keegan
contributed some very good poems. In its first number his
"Holly and Ivy Girl" was printed; in this piece he describes Thomas Street, Dublin, where he says: " 'Twas in
the broad bleak Thomas St., I heard the wanderer sing,
I stood a moment in the mire, beyond the ragged ring.
My heart felt cold and lonely, and my thoughts were far
away; where I was many -a Christmas, and happy New
Year's Day." Why this lovely piece is not set to music
and published with the list of Irish Christmas Carols, I

can't imagine. "The Holly and Ivy Girl" was followed
with " The Midnight Mass," which was a legend of
Cromogue, followed by " Lines to Thomas Francis
Meagher," "Tomorrow," "The Devil's Mangeen" and
"The Southern Pauper to his Parish Priest." These were
said to be amongst his best works, but personally I do
not think so. Certainly these were his last works as his
failing health found him an easy victim to the cholera
scourge which was sweeping the country at the time, and
after diligent searching and careful study I am able to
say that were it not for the late Canon O'Hanlon the
circumstances of his death would never have been known.
DEATH UNNOTICED
It appears that the Dublin Health Authorities erected
some wooden sheds near Rialto Bridge for the reception
of cholera patients, and from those sheds an order was
taken out for the burial of John Keegan, aged 40. The
order was taken out by the South Dublin Union. His
death passed unnoticed except for " The Irishman," which
paper gave a just and very kindly tribute two weeks after
his death. I will quote a few sentences:
" Another son of genius is gone. Death is becoming an
epicure, and selects the choicest victims. It is only a few
days ago that closed the grave on Clarance Mangan; his
friend John Keegan did not tarry long behind him. John
Keegan was well known to the public by the initials 'J.K.',
which were subscribed to some of the best poems published in the columns of' The Nation' and in the columns
of our paper. He was a poor man, and had no property
but his intellect. In our time that is a miserable patrimony.
" Poor Keegan knew this well as he had bitter experience of its truth. He was a contributor to many periodicals,
and the best articles which appeared in ,Dolman's Magazine were written by him. From the publication of our
first number, he was connected with our staff, and few
of our readers will fail to remember his sweet strains. His
nature was purely Irish. He was one of the people and
understood them well. There were no legends familiar
to the Irish peasantry with which he was not acquainted.
His poems were idiomatic and racy of the soil; they were
the Irish heart set to music. The charm of his poetry was
in its characteristic simplicity."
I regret to say that Laoighis does not do credit to this
lonely poet. No monument stands to his memory in any
town in the county. But in July 1964 a memorial was
erected over the grave of this long forgotten poet. It is
a limestone plaque, bearing the inscription in cut and
enamelled letters "John Keegan, Killeaney, 1809-1849.
Laois poet and patriot."

The market here is good twice a week. The buildings are not unlike those of an ordinary English market
town and increase in number and beauty daily by the expense, industry and diligence of Thomas Spaight and
William Crutchley, Esqs., the former whereof hath lately built the fairest Inn of the town, of the best accommodation and adjoining to four of the principal roads.
-Comments on Carlow in 1680 by Thos. Dinely.
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Bygone Days
in Carlow
in the past have not been kind to Carlow.
Even those four great Franciscan clerics, the Four
Masters, have only mentioned it twice in the course of
their monumental work, once in the 15th and once in
the 16th century. Hence, it goes without saying that the
research worker's task is a stiff one.
After 432, when St. Patrick introduced Christianity to
our country, he also introduced the monastic way of life
and set up many monasteries throughout the country.
Several of these were in Carlow, amongst them being
that of St. Finian in Clonmore and of St. Laserian in
Leighlin. These monks kept records of their work but
unhappily after a few centuries of peace the greater part
of these were destroyed, mostly by invading forces such
as the Danes who pillaged and burnt as they swept
through the land. The few that escaped the holocaust were
almost all lost and forgotten.
What a boon the Long Book of Leighlin and the
Annals of Clonenagh would be to the delver into the
histories of Carlow and of Leix !
The latter book incidentally was not destroyed, it seems.
A Press report some years back mentioned that it had
fallen into the hands of a family named Knapp who lived
in Leix and later emigrated to Australia taking with them
the precious scroll. At the time this item was published
a search was being made for it in Southern Australia but
evidently proved fruitless as no further mention of it was
made in the press. Probably it went the way of so many
others and was destroyed.
Geoffry Keating, too, was one who made a valiant
effort to preseive valuable data on the past when he
wrote, while "on his keeping" in the Glen of Aherlow
"A History of Ireland" in the native tongue, completed
about the year 1634.
This work was translated by the Rev. Patrick Dineen
and published for the "Irish Texts Society" in 1908. As
usual in the volumes of the period Carlow gets the briefest
notice.

with each other but matters be<.:ame more complicated
when invading tribes from neighbouring counties crossed
the borders serious trouble was the order of the day I
The Ui Cinneslagh being the stronger force, aimed to
annexe the rich Carlow lands of the weaker tribe. In due
course they attained their objective and evicted the Ui
Bairrche and sent them forth to seek fresh pastures.
The elderly and weaker members sought refuge in
familiar spots along the banks of the river Burrin and the
surnames of many of those still resident there indicate the
suivival of descendants of the tribe.
For the majority however the trek was a long one.
They faced north-east and their first halting place was at
the present Kilcullen where Daire Bhairrech, the second
son of Catha! Mor, had previously settled and had built
a stone fort on the slopes of Cnoc Aulinn.
In the early days of our society one of our outings
took place to Old Kilcullen where we visited the ruins
and graveyard. From this vantage point Monsignor Miller,
now P.P. of Droichead Nua, a founder member of the
Society, pointed out to us the traces of the rings of fortifications which had surrounded Daire's fortress and which
were plainly visible across the valley.
Killashee, then named Ki!lossy, in the same vicinity
also provided a settlement for the wanderers.
The major portion however kept on the move and took
the "long rugged road that led down to the north" and
eventually after a long and wearisome journey through
thick forests and boggy plains they reached Ulster and
the banks of the Lower Bann. A considerable number
decided to settle there in the vicinity of the present Belfast
while the remainder went on to parts of Tyrone, Derry,
Donegal and adjacent counties where they settled
permanently and prospered.
Now having seen the Cummins, the Nolans, the Hughes,
the Traceys and the Gormans safely at their journey's
end we will return to Carlow and Craine Beg.

EFFECTS OF THE NORMAN INVASION

CROINE BEG

After the Norman invasion and the building of Carlow
Castle on a strategic position on the banks of the Barrow,
the town came into prominence as far as the province
of Leinster was concerned.
The Bigods, from whom the present Ducal family of
Norfolk is descended, held important positions with regard
to the offices of the exchequer, which were housed in the
castle and they virtually became overlords of Leinster.

Croine is the one person whose name has come down
to us from those far-off days and with it a few details
regarding her.
She lived during the 6th century being a contemporary
of St. Columcille of Derry.
How or when she came to live in Carlow there is no
mention but one authority refers to her and fixes the
length of her sojourn in Carlow at fifteen years.
Tradition says she had her cell on the banks of the
Barrow, near to the present Town Hall.
A lane running through Haymarket at one time was
named after her as was also a business premises in the
same area. The name "Temple Croine" is still attached
to portion of Haymarket.

HISTORIANS
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Miss A. Tracey

TRIBAL CONTENTION
Needless to say, peace did not always reign supreme.
The overlords and kings had their differences, likewise
the various tribes. Not only did the local tribes contend
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An old drawing of Carlow, probably showing the Haymarket area.

Her status is defined in St. Moling's Hymn to the
Saints of Leinster and runs thus:
" Oh nun from the Catherlacht,
Oh high happy nun,
Oh Cron, daughter of Sedna,
Bless the track of my way."
It is quite possible that she was born in the royal palace
of Aileach in Co. Donegal for she was sister of King
Ainmire and they were of the race of Conall Gulbin,
son of Niall of the Nine Hostages, leaving them fourth
in line of descent from that king.
Authority for the statement that Columbanus, a native
of the Ballon area, consulted Croine with regard to his
becoming a priest and she advised him to enter St.
Comghall's monasterey in Bangor, Co. Down. He did so
and emerged from it zealous for the spread of Christianity
and took as his mission field the countries of Central
Europe with the result that his name is still venerated
there.
Gall in Switzerland and Bobbio in Italy are two of
the most famous cities connected with him. He died at
Bobbio.
Whatever length of time she spent"'in Carlow, Croine
Beg on her departure gave her cell to King Cormac of
Leinster.

He accepted it, but later, being also wishful to adopt
the monastic life in the monastery of Bangor, he passed
on the gift to St. Comghall together with three tracts of
land in his territory viz.: Ceatharlach, Foibren and
Arderena. Comghall had already built a church in Castledermot and now built another on the site of Croine's
cell. This church may well have been the "Abbey" or its
ruins which Dinelley and other travellers mention as being
in this locality. No trace of it now remains.
Croine of Carlow had a namesake in Donegal equally
zealous in promoting the spread of Christianity. Croine
the second was also of royal descent and probably a relation of Croine Beg.
This Croine was responsible for the foundation of nuns
and the erection of a church in the wild district of the
Rosses in Co. Donegal, and her memory is still venerated
there. This district was also connected with the inauguration of co-operative societies which benefitted the people
considerably.
The Rosses is situated in the north-west of Donegal
and is a bleak spot getting as it does in full force the
gales that blow in from the Atlantic.
With this inadequate survey of Carlow in earlier days
I conclude my tale.

The manufacture here is very good sheep's grey frieze, not at all inferior to that of Kilkenny city, for
that His Grace the Duke of Ormond and his son ye Earle of Aoran, are sayd to buy here of it of one Mrs.
Quiglet.
-Comments on Carlow in 1680 by Thos. Dinely.
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The First Sympathetic Strike-Perhaps

A

LOVELY summer's mom AD. 1904. Five small
boys are dawdling along Browne's Hill's mile-long,
tree-lined avenue at the end of which Bennekerry National
school confronts them. These scholars hail from two
neighbouring families, whom-for tactful reasons-I'll
label "B" and "C" respectively. Three of the boys (brothers) are from "B" family; the remaining two (twin brothers) are of course "C" scions. Two of their "B" companions are twin brothers also. The twins are aged 11, the
Odd Man Out being a year older.
I use the word "dawdling" advisedly. Morale is low
that sunny morning; in fact Monday has the quintet in its
grip, and the only way of escape would be the sight of
Carlow's fire brigade on its way to wage a losing battle
in which the said school predominated. Not that the boys
wanted their nice teacher to get burned! It was just that
present re-action was too severe after a hectic and happy
weekend, riding the horses that pulled busy reaping
machines, followed by Sunday's hurling games on the
quiet road outside Browne's Hill's walls, where the day
ends with lovely music from Mr. Hennessy's tin whistlecoupled with his hair-raising exploits amid Ballon's
fairies.
Now the picture is miserably reversed, with prospective
misadventures galore among spellings of the jawbreakers
used by "Poor Richard", in his "Sayings" in Fourth
Reader about the vices of laziness and sloth, and virtues
of industry and diligence, finalised with urgings that
"early to bed and early to rise makes a man healthy,
wealthy and wise". Anyway, who wanted to be wealthy?
An odd penny, now and then, sufficed for the "B's" and
"C's". And all the local workmen started work at 8 a.m.
(which was surely early enough), and they weren't wealthy-although healthy and happy in their simple lives.
They decide that the five of them would try and jump
the widest part of the stream that very morning?

WELL SOUSED
Lethargic feet spring into life-over the brook. Four
pairs survive. The fifth pair-belonging to a "B" twinfail, and although the water is only two feet deep he
climbs out well soused, to stand sadly in the sunshine, receiving winners' condolences. A nice kettle of fish! ! How
can he go to school where a spinster teacher, if providing
a spanking, can't supply a change of garments, and if he
returns home he'll get both, as well as an investigation
laying bare the morning's misdeeds. So loyalty and selfinterest prevail. The dry quartet proclaim a school strike.
They'll take to the woods, where-far from prying eyesthe wet one will dry out painlessly and peacefully in
some sunny glade.
But first they'll have to circumvent that man with the
scythe who has almost finished cutting the grassy margin
of the avenue, a short distance ahead. Fortunately his back
is to them, as he sharpens the scythe with easy swinging
strokes from an edging stone and then slipping the latter
into the hip pocket of his corduroys, proceeds to make
smooth sweeping cuts with the scythe and leave the grass
in an even swathe. However, the hidden watchers have
not long to wait. In ten minutes, instrument on shoulder,
he departs, job completed.
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So the delinquents retrace their steps and enter the
"Stone Field" where a cromlech casts its shadow in the
sun, silently witnessing of the past, as it has done for centuries. They skirt a ripening cornfield and talk about the
young fellow who, when "minding the crows" there, saw
a leprechaun, and was so frightened that he ran away
from home to join the Irish Guards (in which he distinguished himself). But our heroes continue to retreat. They
fade into pastureland fronting a potential wooded haven.
LUNCHTIME
The strikers enter their woodland Mecca, to commence
playing the games which boyhood's imagination so readily
provides. The casualty finds the glade in which the sun
doctor speedily re-habilitates him, and where the only intruder is an agile squirrel whose interest in a distressed
human is short-lived. Comes lunchtime, announced by
clamouring stomachs; well-buttered slabs of griddle bread
and oven bread are demolished by healthy molars, with
the apples which the "B's" (gardener's sons) could always conjure up, in full co-operation.
A pond is the scene of post-lunch activities, the boys
having discovered a boat-like tub on its waters. Oars are
improvised and soon the age-old drama of Buffalo Bill
and his pard fighting off whooping redskins is being
splendidly re-enacted. Why nobody got drowned is a
question which only an overworked guardian angel could
answer.
On the whole, the Strike was a success. There was just
one sad feature. That evening, on their ~ay home and in
passing the fateful stream, the strikers decided on a rejump. All passed the test, save one-the other "B" twin.
No doubt his opposite number won out, thanks to all the
sunshine his body had absorbed I How the fresh victim
fared at home, the record doesn't say. But the Strike
never leaked out.
Of course, you've guessed that I-as one of the "C"
twins-took part in that Strike, but how do I remember
the exact year of its birth? A good question! Here's the
answer: "B" major had his lunch wrapped in a current
issue of a gardening (I think) periodical. Naturally, I
had to lose myself again in its account of the RussianJap War in Manchuria, to learn that Jap. General Nogi
was knocking spots off Russian General Kuropatkin; that
around a place called Port Arthur a Jap. Admiral named
Togo had sunk several Russian warships. There were full
length photos of those officers in the paper and I recall
saying: "What small men the Japs are! They'd never be
taken in the Irish Guards".
Recent rese;:rch indicates that the Russo-Jap War in
Manchuria occurred in 1904.
And something else was happening then that doesn't
happen now : Everybody wore headgear---even small
boys. In fact, when the first bareheaded pedestrian appeared in Carlow and was passing a group of mental
hospital patients, one of the latter commented: "That
chap should be with us".
Tempora mutantur! Who expects to meet a barefooted
schoolboy today-much less a shoeless school striker?.
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Secretary's Report
very full and successful year has passed for
the Old Carlow Society; and once again it is the
duty of the Hon. Secretary to report on the activities of
the Society. Indoor meetings are very well attended. A
keen interest is taken by the members in the papers read
to them and lively discussions take place afterwards. Unfortunately, papers are still a scarce commodity. Our
afternoon outings are the high light of the Summer Sessions. All copies of the Society's journal "Carloviana"
were disposed of, despite the unavoidable increase in price
due to rising costs of printing.
ANOTHER

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The 20th Annual General Meeting was held in the
Foresters Hall on Thursday, 28th April. Mr. H. Fennell
was re-elected Chairman; Mr. Frank Ellis, due to pressure
of other work, declined to go forward as Hon. Treasurer;
Mr. T. Smyth agreed to act as new Hon Treasurer. All
other officers and committee were re-elected.
ANNUAL OUTING
The Society's Annual Outing took place to Clonmel,
Lismore Gardens and Dungarvan, on Sunday, June 5th.
Mrs. Fraser of Clonmel Historical Society met the party
at St. Mary's Church. After lunch, Dr. O'Connell, an old
friend took the members on a tour of the town. Next
stop was a visit to Lismore Gardens. The day's outing
ended with Tea in Dungarvan.
SUMMER AFTERNOON OUTINGS
A combined outing of Wexford, New Ross, Kilkenny
and Carlow Historical Societies was held to St. Mullins
on Sunday, June 19th. Dr. George Hadden, Wexford, was
the guest speaker. He held his listeners enthralled with his
learned talk on St. Molings and the antiquities of the district.
July 17th. Visit to Kilkenny. The members were met
at the Castle Gate by Miss Hegarty (Hon. Sec.), Mrs.
Murphy and Mrs. Grattan Bellew. Mrs. Murphy gave a
short history of the Castle and Mr. Walsh, Curator, conducted the party over the Castle; on then to St. Canice's
Cathedral, where Mr. Wyld, verger, showed the members
some of the Church's treasures. The next stop was the
Black Abbey where Miss Hegarty gave a short talk. The
final visit of the day was to Rothe House where Miss
Hegarty again gave a brief outline of this famous House's
history and also acted as guide to the museum. The members were entertained to tea by the Ladies' Committee
of the Kilkenny Archaeological Society. The last Summer afternoon outing took place to Laois on Sunday,
August 14th, when Mr. M. Delaney (Swan) took the
members on a conducted tour of Ballylinan district, visiting Monk's Cell, Old Court Monastery, Windmill Towers
and a Penal Mass Rock. The outing ended with a picnic
tea, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lacey of Closh, Ballylinan, to whom the members are deeply indebted for
making their home available to them. Fr. Prendergast,
C.C., also joined the party. On the homeward journey the
party visited Ballintubrid Church and Holy Well.
1916 GOLDEN JUBILEE CELEBRATIONS
On the invitation of the Kilkenny Archaeological
Society, Mr. H. Fennell, Chairman, and Mrs. Fennell at-

tended the opening of Rothe House on April 17th by D.J.
Donagh McDonagh, son of Thomas McDonagh, one of
the executed leaders and Signatory of the Proclamation
of the Irish Republic. Thomas McDonagh taught at St.
Kieran's College.
The Old Carlow Society commemoration of the 1916
Golden Jubilee was presented in the Town Hall on
Wednesday, April 20th. The programme was a twenty
minute documentary about the town of Carlow and
glimpses of its historical background. The film was taken
by Mr. Tony Corr, edited and sound-tracked by Mr.
Donal Godfrey, script written and narrated by Mr. S.
O'Rourke. This was followed by a short talk by Miss
Alice Tracey on Michael O'Hanrahan, another of the
executed leaders. Mr. Godfrey also showed slides of pictures taken during and after the Rising, also some of Kilmainham Gaol. The programme ended with a recorded
reading by Mr. S. O'Rourke of three of Yeats' poems:
"Song of Wandering Aengus"; "The Wild Swans at Coole"
and "Easter 1916", illustrated with slides to a background
of Music.
PAPERS
At the January meeting, two papers were read to the
members (a). William O'Neill (Sleivemargy) by W.
Kelly. (b). P. J. McCall, by Mr. P. Purcell. Both papers
were read by Mr. Alec Burns. These papers had a very
local flavour, and there was a very lively discussion afterwards. Mrs. Mary O'Neill (nee Byrne) of Ballylennon, a
great-niece of P. J. McCall was present at the meeting.
In February, Mrs. Brian Fitzmaurice read her detailed
and learned paper on "The Butlers and Clogrennane
Castle". For the March meeting, Mr. W. P. O'Toole,
N.T. of Knockananna gave a very interesting talk on
"1916 and the Folklore of tomorrow".
WINTER SESSION
Coming Events
The Society opened its indoor session on Thursday,
September 29th, when Mr. W. V. Hadden read a paper
on "Thomas Sadlier, M.P., Banker and Prince of Swindlers" to a full house.
On October 27th, Mr. T. Brophy, N.T., read a
paper on "Old Co. Carlow Abbeys".
On Thursday, November 24th, the Society held its
Annual Dinner, when Mr. J. Oliver Junior, gave a show
of slides and a talk on his travels in the Far East, Australia and New Zealand.
In January 1967, The Old Carlow Society enters its
21st year and celebrates its 21st birthday on April 1st,
1967.
CONGRATULATIONS
The Society offers Congratulations to Mr. Donal Godfrey, valued member and Mr. Seamus O'Rourke, who won
an award of Merit in the British and International Top
Eight Movie Competition, for their fifteen minute film
"The Hazel Wood". The film was based on Yeat's poem
"Wandering Aengus". The lead roles were taken by
Seamus O'Rourke and Charlotte Bielenberg, whose husband's family settled in Co. Carlow.
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Agar, R. and Mrs., Larkfield, Rathnapish; Amond, Patk., 63 Adrian
Ave., Bronx, N.Y.
Bagenal, J. J. S., Agric. Dept., P.O.
Kabarnet, Kenya; Bergin, I.. D.,
'N. & L. T.', Carlow; Bolton, Liam,
Keelogue, Killeshin; Breen, Miss
J., Castle St.; Brophy, Ed., N.T.,
Rathnapish; Brophy, Ml., M.C.C.,
Ardattin, Tullow; Brophy, Rev. P.
J. St. Patrick's; Broughan, Ed.,
Kennedy St.; Butler, Mr. and Mrs.
P., 13 Larkfield; Burke, Thos.,
Dean Cottage; Burke, Jos. C.,
Castle View House, Graiguecullen;
Burns, Alec., College St.
Canavan, Mrs., St. Joseph's Rd.;
Cannon, Mrs. K., 8278 Caldwell
Ave., Long Island, New York; Collins, Mrs. C .. Newbridge; Carbery,
Mr. and Mrs. D., Pembroke;
Conboy, F. J., 403, E. Buffalo
St., Ithaca, N.Y.; Conroy, Miss
M. Castle St.; Corcoran, Mr. &
Mrs. E., J.K.L. Ave.; Corr, Rev.
J., St. Wilfrid's, Preston; Corr,
Aid. M. J., 379 Bellegrove Rd.,
Welling, Kent; Corr, Jas. J., 9
Bay Ridge, Parkway, Brooklyn,
New York; Chelmar, E., Rathnapish; Clifton, Hugh, Meath Rd.,
Bray; Crombie, Mr. and Mrs. B.,
Pembroke; Cullen, Miss Mary,
Tullow Road; Conlon, Mrs. M.,
Cobh Rd., Tramore, Waterford;
Clancy, Miss Una, Royal Hotel,
Carlow; Connolly, Mrs. T. A.,
Ballyfoyle, Maganey, Leix.
Deane, Miss Mary, St. Killian's
Crescent; Delaney, Mr. and Mrs.
Ml., The Swan, Athy; Dillon, Mrs.
J. and Miss P., St. Killian's Crescent; Doyle, Misses M. & D.,
"lnnisfree," Station Road; Doyle,
Mrs. Leigh, Dublin St.; Dooley,
St.
Killian's
Crescent;
Ml.,
Dowling, Miss M., Clocristic;
Milford; Doyle, Mrs. C., Sycamore Road; Doyle, Miss N., 1
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Granby Row; Dooley, M., Cloneen, Nurney; Duggan, Mr. and
Mrs. W. L., College St., Carlow;
Doyle, James J., "Nationalist &
Leinster Times,'' Carlow.
Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. F., Rathnapish; Ellis, John, Burrin St.;
Eustace, E. A. R., Newstown,
Tullow.
Fennell, Mr. and Mrs. H., Everton;
Fenlon, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.,
Montgomery St.; Fenlon, John,
Inchicore, Dublin; Finegan, Mrs.
A., Tullow St.; Fitzmaurice, Mrs.
B., Hanover; Fitzroy, Miss A.
Montgomery St.; Foley, Jas. P.,
Gorton, Manchester; Fitzmaurice,
Maj. A., Laurel Lodge; Flood,
Rev. W. M., Grattan, C.C., Enniscorthy, Wexford.
Gaffney, Capt. & Mrs., Killeshin;
Governey, Francis, Barrowville;
Governey, Mrs. Madeleine, do.;
Giddy, Mr. and Mrs. E., Athy
Rd.; Godfrey, Donal, Dublin St.
Hadden, Mr. & Mrs. W. V., 'Four
Winds'; Hadden, Mrs. W. H.;
Hanlon, Mrs. J., College St.;
Hade, Miss P., Burrin St.; Harvey, Mrs. P., Kilbride, Co. Carlow; Henry, G., Dublin; Hosey,
J. Governey Sq.; Hughes, P.,
College St.; Hutton, Francis,
Staplestown Road; Hartnett, Mrs.
E., Dublin St., Carlow; Healy,
Richard, College St., Carlow;
Hanlon, Miss M., Tullow Street,
Carlow.
Kealy, Thos. & Brendan, Maryboro
St., Graiguecullen; Keenan, Mr.
& Mrs. P., Oak Park Rd.; Kelly,
Miss M. T., "The Stream," Carlow; Kelly, T., Farringdale, Long
Island, New York; Kelly, Mr. &
Mrs. W., 26 St. Patrick's Ave.;

King, Mrs. P., Brown St.; Kilkenny Archaeological Society.
Leslie, W. A., London; Lillis, Maj.
Gen. Jas., Blackrock, Dublin;
Lillis, Mr. & Mrs. T. J., Lumclone House, Fenagh, Co. Carlow;
Little, Tony, Montgomery St.
Monahan, Mr. & Mrs. J., Castletown; Moore, Mr. & Mrs. W.,
"St. Ann's,'' Athy Rd.; Murray,
Mr. & Mrs. Aidan, Dublin St.;
Murphy, Miss A., Barrack St.;
McCamey, Mr. & Mrs. G.,
Graiguecullen; McCaul, Mrs. A.,
Dublin St.;
McDonald, Mrs.,
Hollymount; McDonnell, Mr. &
Mrs. R. A., Dublin St.; MacLeod,
Miss Iona, Librarian, Carlow.
Nolan, Miss C., Burrin St.; Nolan,
Mrs. M., Barrack St.; Noude,
Miss R., Tullow St.
O'Donovan, Miss, N. T., Graiguecullen; O'Hanlon, Mrs. J. & Dr.
Mary, Hanover; O'Hanlon, Mrs.
M., Sunnyside; O'Donnell, Hugh,
Dublin St.; O'Leary, Sean, N.T.,
Montgomery St.; O'Keeffe, Mr.
& Mrs. B., St. Killian's Crescent;
O'Keeffe, Misses Eileen & Mary,
St. Killian's Cres.; O'Neill, Misses
Mary, Leonie & Lucy, Barrack
St.; O'Neill, Miss Mary, G.P.O.;
O'Neill, Thos., Gayville; Oliver,
Miss B., Dublin St.; Oliver, Mr.
& Mrs. J., Kilkenny Rd.; O'Neill,
Mrs. B., Cork; O'Rourke, Hugh,
Clogrennane, Carlow.
Peters, Mrs. S., 41 Hyde Valley,
Welwyn Garden City, Herts.,
England; Purcell, Mr. & Mrs.
P., Quinagh, Carlow.
Reddy, Jas., Staplestown Rd.; Reynolds, Miss Kathleen, Governey
Park.
Sheehan, Rd.,
Elizabeth, N.J.,
U.S.A.; Sheehan, Miss K., Burrin
St.; Smyth, Ml., Newtown, Bagenalstown; Smith, Mr. & Mrs. T.
Leinster Crescent; Saywell, J. E.
H., Wilton Crescent, London.
Tobin, Ml., Enniscorthy; Tracey,
Miss A., Stella Maris; Tucker,
Mr. & Mrs., G., Oak Park Rd.
Waldron, Mr. & Mrs. A. Frederick
Ave.; Wall, Miss B. Barrack St.;
Walshe, Philip, UNESCO, Technical Assistance Mission, P.O.
Box 3429 Addis Ababa, Ethiopa;
Ward, Mrs. J., Little Barrack St.;
Whitehead, Mrs., Granby Tee.;
Woods, Mr. & Mrs. J., St. Killian's Crescent.
For your information : Subscription to Old Carlow Society, 7 /6
per annum, payable to Hon.
Treasurer, Mr. T. Smyth, Leinster Crescent, Carlow.
Society's
Journal
"Carloviana"
published annually, 2/- per copy.

Ring 41 123 and have all your
iDairy Produce delivered daily

SUTTONS
FOODMARKET
CENTAUR STREET (NEAR TOWN HALL)

LOOK!

LEIX
Pasteurised
Milk
and

NO PARKING PROBLEMS
PLENTY OF CAR SPACE
Baking

DAIRY

Milk,
Fresh
Farm Eggs

Cream

CASTLE ST.

and Butter

CARLOW
WE SERVE THE BEST WITH
THE BEST

FREE GIFT SCHEME
on our Quality Teas
SEE OUR WINDOWS FOR COUPON
VALUE AND FOR OUR SPECIAL OFFERS

S forSUTTONS - Super Value
- Super Quality
STOP, SHOP AND SAVE AT

SUTTONS
FOODMARKET
WE GIVE DELIVERY WITHIN THE
URBAN AREA

HEATING APPLIANCES
PAINTS AND WALLPAPERS
KITCHEN EQUIPMENT
KOSANGAS

* * *
For all Hardware Supplies

W. P. Good Ltd.

Carlow

Phone 41346

BRAMLEY'S
62 & 63 DUBLIN STREET

CARLOW
Agent for ROLEX Watches
The Fashionable G,iftWATERFORD GLASS and
BELLEEK CHINA

NOLAN'S

FOR BEST DRINKS
AND GROCERIES VISIT

THE CRYSTAL BAR
Proprietor: John McEvoy

*

*

*

Comfortable Accommodation
High-Class Catering
Lunches, Dinners and Teas
Parties catered for on short
notice

*

*

*

Tullow St., Carlow

Hughes Brothers
Monumental Works

Carlow
*

*

CHEMISTS
FOR ALL HIGH-CLASS
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

*

Marble, Limestone

*

FILM8 DEVELOPED AND PRINTED
.•
BEST RESULTS
QUICK SERVICE

*

*

*

E. J. Nolan
M.P.S.I., F.B.0.A., Prop.,

l, DUBLIN ST., & l, CASTLE ST.,
Phone: 41680

J. J. WALL
*

*

MOTOR

*

Memorials erected in

*

Manufacturers of the highest grade medicines.
All the leading Brands of Ethical Proprietaries stocked. Local Agent for Helena
Rubenstein's
Famous
Cosmetics.
Sighttesting daily by fully qualified Opticians.

*

GARAGE

and
SERVICE STATION

*

*

*

and Granite
*

*

*

All work carried out under
Personal Supervision

Designs & Quotations on Request

Kilkenny Road
Carlow

1

I

Carlow's Leading Bakers
and Confectioners
*

*

*

Purest Ingredients only used

*

118 Tullow St.
Carlow
1

Christmas Cakes a Speciality

*

Willie Hosey

*

*

DUNNY':S
CASTLE STREET

CARLOW
Phone 41151

We are pleased to
be associated with
Carloviana

*

*

Tailoring and Outfitting
· ·

Men's Shoes

*

*

HIGH-GRADE
FOR

MEN

*

CLOTHES

AND

BOYS

We are pleased to serve you with
quality in

Prescriptions, Cosmetics, Veterinary,
All Sundries & Photography

*
Melville & Co.
Carlow

Christmas Showroom a speciality
Day & night service for prescriptions

A. Corless, M.P.S.1., Ph.C. M.I.A.0.0.
44 Dublin Street, Carlow
Phone 41734

1

i,.

I

1':

A. E. COLEMAN
Motor and Cycle Dealers

19 DUBLIN STREET

CARLOW
*

*

*

Dealer for

IHUGH LUPUS & CO.
RACING OFFICE
* * *

For Best Odds
and Best Service

RALEIGH CYCLES & MOPEDS
*

*

*

REPAIRS A SPECIALITY
ACCUMULATORS CHARGED

*

*

*

Oils, Greases & Spares in Stock

* * *
10 COALMARKET
CARLOW
Phone: Carlow 41219

First-class Proficiency
Diploma, Academy of
G e n t ' s Hairdressing,
London, 1932

FOR A REALLY BIG SELECTION
OF HOUSEHOLD AND NURSERY
FURNITURE VISIT OUR LARGE
STORE

ALL CUTTING
INSTRUMENTS USED
IN OUR SALOON
ARE EFFECTIVELY
STERILIZED BY
SHORT WAVE ULTRA
VIOLET RADIATION

There you can walk around and
see the many designs of Modern
Furniture. It's always a pleasure
to help those either furnishing for
the first time, or refurnishing.

PLEASE ASK FOR ESTIMATES OF
CARPETS & VENETIAN BLINDS

BURNS
College Street

CARLOW

P. 6 M. DARCY
Drapers, House Furnishers

33/35 TULLOW STREET

Gent's Hair Stylist
Wide range of Toilet
Goods
Prize-winner Mallon
Cup
Hairdressing
Competition, Dublin,
1952.

T
!

I:
-'

II

ALWAYS ON TOP
OF FASHION II

A. Lovely Lounge

*

you will find a marvellous .selection of all
the latest styles m:COATS
COSTUMES
FROCKS
WATERPROOFS
SKIRTS
SLACKS
KNITWEAR
BLOUSES

*
*
*
*
**

**

GLOVES
NYLONS
UNDERCLOTHING
HANDBAGS
SCARVES
UMBRELLAS
STOLES
EVENING FROCKS, &c

Finegan's

*

YOU'LL GET EXCLUSIVE STYLES
AND A BETTER SELECTION AT-

The Modern

TULLOW STREET
Carlow

Specialists in Ladies' Wear

Phone: 41233.

TULLOW STREET, CARLOW

KEHOE'S FOR RADIOS
*

*

*

Sole Carlow Agents for
MURPHY AND PYE RADIO

Philips, Pilot, Bush Models
also stocked

*

*

and Repairs to all Makes

*

*

Servis and Electrolux Agent

*

*

*

*

*

High-Class Confectioner
and Fancy Baker

*

Efficient After Sales Service

*

BRADBURYS

*

GERALD KEHOE
Radio and Electrical Service

136 TULLOW ST., CARLOW

*

*

*

Wedding and Christening Cakes
a Speciality

*

*

*

TULLOW STREET
CARLOW

"Doctors, Statesmen, Sportsmen
and Editors SMOKE:

CRUISES

G.B.D., Dr. PLUMB & K.P. PIPES

HOLIDAYS
BY AIR

and no wonder! they are manufactured from
1st grade material and give 100 per cent.
satisfaction"

*
ASK US FOR OUR
SPECIAL BOOKLETS
FOR FULL DETAILS

*

*

'The Thinking Man Smokes a Pipe'

*

*

*

For all Smokers' Requisites

YOUR PORT OF CALL IS

TULLY'S TRAVEL AGENCY
CARLOW OR GOREY
Phones:

Carlow 41257.

Gorey 27

Michael Doyle
*

*

*

Grocery and Provisions
General Hardware
Coal Merchant

CIGAR DIVAN
50 DUBLIN STREET, CARLOW
Estd. 80 years.

Phone 41189

M. WHITE
M.P.S.I.

*

*

*

Veterinary & Dispensing Chemist

*

*

*

Sick Room Requisites

*

*

*

THE SHAMROCK

71 TULLOW STREET
CARLOW
Telephone Carlow 41847

*

*

*

Photographic & Toilet Goods

*

*

*

39 TULLOW STREET
CARLOW

BUILDERS
CARLOW
TELEPHONE 41208

ATHY
TELEPHONE 21317

CONTRACTORS

An Old Carlow Industry

CARLO

ORANGE

CARLO

LEMON
FLAVOURED
SODA

LEMONADE

DRY GINGER
ALE

GRAPE

MINERAL
WAYE S

FRUIT

STONE

TONIC

ORANGE

BEER

WATER

COLA

CIDERETTE

CASTLE

LEMON

Manufactured by

ORANGE

CRUSH

CORCORAN & CO
LIMITED
Established 1827

CAR OW

" Nationalist

&

Leinster Times "

Ltd .

Phon e 41 849

